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ABSTRACT

Reovirus infection has long been a classical experimental system for studying the

role of individual viral genes and the proteins they encode during distinct stages

of viral replication and assembly. Avian reoviruses (ARV) are ubiquitous in

commercial poultry and are frequently isolated from the gastrointestinal and

respiratory lracts of chickens with acute infections such as viral

arthritis/tenosynovitis and gastroenteritis. Despite the fact that ARV

pathogenesis has been extensively described, and has a significant impact on the

economy, the basic aspects of its biology such as viral factors that influence ARV-

host cell interactions and pathogenesis remain poorly understood. Flowever,

through the use of temperature-sensitive mutants, significant progress is being

made into understanding the processes of replication and assembly in avtan

reoviruses. A cross-infection was carried out using the wild-type of a different

serotype ARV176 with mutant tsC37 at three different MOI ratios. dsRNA was

extracted from isolated clones to obtain elecfropherotype profiles from which

reassortants were identified. The temperature-sensitivty of each reassortant was

determined by efficiency of plating (EOP) at permissive temperafure and non-

permissive temperatures. tsC37, prototype of recombination group C mutants,

was mapped to the 53 gene, which encodes for the major outer capsid protein o'8.

Both tsC37 and tsC2BZ 53 genes were sequenced to locate a missense mutation at

nucleotide position 871. and 872, respectively, which resulted in an amino acid



transition from Prozsr-to-Thr and Prozar-to-Leu, respectively. This amino acid

Prozsr was found to be highly conserved among ortheoreoviruses and

orbiviruses. Mutated ARV amino acids were placed into the homoiogous MRV

o3 crystal structures to infer effects. Preliminary electron microscopy of tsC37

infection at nonpermissive temperature suggested primary production of core-

like structures that lack genomic content. Thus, recombination group C ts

mutants represent novel orthoreovirus clones defective at late stage of assembly.

Two additional ARV mutants, tsF206 and tsG247 were recently mapped to the L3

and 54 genes, respectively. These fs mutants are excellent tools to delineate ARV

assembly and replication mechanisms.



PAI{T I I INTRODUCTION

'l,Jl, Reoairidøe; A Perspective

Viruses with double-stranded (ds) RNA genomes represent one of the

marvels of evoiution in their ability to exploit unique strategies for genome

otganization and replication. The dsRNA viruses include several human

pathogens, most notably the human rotaviruses and Colorado tick fever virus in

addition to numerous pathogens of other organisms including mammals, birds,

fisþ insects, and plants. More significantly, studies of the dsRNA viruses have

contributed a number of fundamental concepts to the fields of virology and

molecular biology.

The family Reoairidae is a significant group of dsRNA viruses since it is the

only family (out of six dsRNA virus families) known to infect mammals (Nibert

and Schiff 2001). Reoviruses provided one of the first systems f.or in aitro sfrtdies

of RNA synthesis (Borsa et al. 1968; Skehel and Joklik 1969; Shatkin and Brody

1990) and evidence for the 5' cap structure on eukaryotic messenger RNAs

(mRNAs), its mechanism of synthesis, and its importance in mRNA franslation

(Furuichi et al.1975). Early evidence for the consensus sequence for translation

initiation in eukaryotic mRNAs also was obtained from work on reoviruses

(Kozak and Shatkin 1978). The use of reassortant genetics to identify allelic

differences in reovirus genome segments, that segregate with phenotypic



differences between reovirus sfrains (Sharpe and Fields 1981), demonskated the

value of genetic approaches to virology ata time when such approaches were not

yet developed for many other animal viruses. Moreover, several of these early

genetic studies with reoviruses concerned the basis of viral pathogenesis and

yielded some of the first evidence for the role of animal virus receptor-binding

proteins in tropism andf or virulence (Weiner et al. 1980). Studies with

reoviruses also provided early evidence for the role of M cells in viral

penetration of the mucosal barrier during entry into an animal host (Wolf et al.

1e81).

Reovirus infection has long been a classical experimental system for

studying the role of individual viral genes and the proteins they encode during

distinct stages of viral pathogenesis in aiao (reviewed in Tyler 2001). Although

many Reoairidae are important pathogens, most of the work on their molecular

biology has been carried out on the mammalian reoviruses, the prototype of the

genus Orthoreouirus. Mammalian reoviruses are a good model for studies on

viral replication and pathogenesis, primarily because they were the first to be

discovered (Stanley et aL 1953) and because they grow best in cultured cells.

Other significant genera of this virus famity are the Orbiairus, to which some

important animal pathogens like bluetongue virus are classified (Roy 2001), and

the Rotaairus, which includes the important human infantile gasfroenteritis

viruses (Estes 2001). Additionally, new genera have been proposed such as

Mycoreoairus (Enebak 1992; osaki et al. 2002; Hillman et al. 2004) and



Dinouernaairus (Attoui et n\.2005). Of interest is the Orthoreouirus gertus, which is

divided into 3 subgroups: mamrnalian reovirus (MRV) species (subgroup L),

avian reovirus and nelson bay virus (NBV) species (subgroup 2), and baboon

reovirus (BRV) species (subgroup 3) (Chappell et a1.,2005).

The avian orthoreoviruses remain less well characterized at the molecular

level than the mammalian isolates. Presently, studies once carried out on MRV

have now been extended to ARV, because both avian and mammalian reoviruses

have similar features in their sfructures and molecular compositions (Zhang et nl.

2005). Despite certain similarities, they differ in host range and in biological and

serological properties (Spandidos and Graham 1976; Schnitzer 1985). Most avian

orthoreoviruses promote the formation of multinucleated syncytia within

infected cultures and are thus said to be fusogenic. Unlike the nonfusogenic

mammalian orthoreoviruses, they lack the capacity to agglutinate red blood cells

(Ni and Ramig 1993; Fields 1996) and thus may lack the capacity to bind the

cellular carbohydrate receptors that have been implicated in hemagglutination

by the nonfusogenic mammalian orthoreoviruses (Fietds 1996).

L.2 Reovirus pathogenesis

Reoviruses were originally called respiratory enteric orphans (REO) on

the basis of their repeated isolation from respiratory and enteric tracts of

asymptomatic children (Sabin 1959; Tai et ø1. 2005). Currently, prototypic

mammalian orthoreoviruses have not been definitively confirmed to cause any



illnesses from its infection of the respiratory and intestinal tracts of humans and

other vertebrate animals. Nevertheless, Tyler et ø1. (2004) reported an association

of serotype 3 reoviruses as a cause of meningitis in humans. The novel reovirus

strain was isolated from a 6.5-week-old child with meningitis. Designated

T3/Human/Colorado/1996 (T3C/96), it was found to be capable of systemic

spread in newborn mice after peroral inoculation and produces lethal

encephalitis. Moreover, four other studies have described the isolation of

reovirus directly from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or neural tissue samples

obtained from individuals with meningitis or encephalitis (Krainer and Aronson

1959; Joske et al. 1964; Johansson et ø1. 1996; Hermann 2005). In addition to

reovirus, other members of the Reouiridae family have been associated with the

central nervous system (CNS) disease in humans. Rotavirus, an important cause

of gastroenteritis in children (reviewed in Kapikian et al. 2001) has been

implicated in a few cases of encephalitis (Wong et al. 1984; Lynch et al. 2001), as

has Colorado tick fever virus, a member of the Coltiairus genus of the Reoairidøe

(Klasco 2002).

In contrast to human reovirus infectiory infection of newborn mice is

highly pathogenic. After oral inoculation in mice, reovirus is taken up by

intestinal M cells (Wolf et al. 1981.; Amerongen et n\.1994) and undergoes primary

replication in lymphoid tissue of Peyer's patches. Reoviruses can either spread

to the CNS hematogenously and infect ependymal cells (Weiner et aL.1980; Tyler

et ø1.1986), which results in hydrocephalus (Weiner et a\.1977), or spread to the



CNS neurally and infect neurons (Weiner et al.1980; Tyler et ø1.1986; Morrison et

øt. 1991),leading to lethal encephalitis (Weiner et al. 1977; Tardieu et al. 1983).

The pathways of viral spread in the host (Tyler et al. 1986) and pattern of

neurotropism (Weiner et ø1. 1980; Dichter and Weiner 1984) segregate with the

viral 5L gene, which encodes the viral attachment protein (Weiner et aL 1980a;

Lee et øL 1981). The o1 protein determines the CNS cell types that are specifically

targeted during reovirus infection, presumably by its capacity to bind receptors

expressed on specific CNS cells (Tyler 2004).

Avian reoviruses, on the other hand, have been directly implicated in the

pathogenesis of a range of disease states, including viral arthritis/tenosynovitis

(van der Heide 1977; Olson 1978; Rosenberger et al. 1989a), gastroenteritis,

hepatitis, myocarditis, and respiratory illness (Olson 1978) in chickens and

infectious enteritis in turkeys (Gershowitz and Wooley 1973). Other illnesses

reported include the pale bird syndrome and malabsorption or runting-stunting

syndrome (Kouwenhoven et ø1. 1978). Avian reoviruses are ubiquitous in

commerciai poultry and are frequently isolated from the gastrointestinal and

respiratory tracts of chickens with acute in-fections (Rosenberger and Olson 1991).

ARV infections spread through the fecal-oral route via contaminated food and

water sources (Jordan and Pattisonl996). On the basis of neutralizalion, there

are at least LL ARV serotypes (Glass et ø1. 1973; Heironymss et al. 1983;

Rosenberger et al. 1989).



Viral arthritis/tenosynovitis in chickens, first recognized in 1959 (Olson

1959), continues to be a major focus for researchers in the poultry industry.

Young birds infected with this disease usually show a general lack of

performance that includes decreasing weight and poor feed conversion rates,

leading to poor health conditions that in the end add up to low marketability of

the bird.

Another aspect in ARV pathogenesis deals with the virus' abitity to

replicate in macrophages (o'Hara et aL 2001). Recently, ARV has been reported

to perhaps cause immunosuppression in chickens (Neelima et al. 2003), which

may predispose the host to other infectious agents and sfresses pïesent in the

environment. Chickens infected with reovirus in the field were seen to be more

vulnerable to secondary bacterial infections with Staphylococcus aureus (Neelima

et al. 2003). Although the occurrence is well documented, the molecular

mechanism of ARV immunsuppression in chickens is still poorly defined.

In general, the diseases caused by ARV in chickens, although associated

with low mortality, often produce high morbidity rates resulting in significant

economic losses (Olson and Solomon1968; Glass et n\.1973; Calnek et aL 1997).

Therefore attempts at producing vaccines to combat these illnesses in chickens

continue to be a major objective. Despite the fact that ARV pathogenesis has

been extensively described, and has a significant impact on the economy, the

basic aspects of its biology such as viral factors that influence ARV-host cell

interactions and pathogenesis remain poorly understood.



L.3 Avian Reovirus Structure

Like mammalian reovirus, ARV is a non-enveloped virus with 10 linear

double-stranded RNA gene segments surrounded by a double concentric

icosahedral capsid shell (inner shell or core and the outer shell) of 70-80 nm

diameter (Spandidos and Graham 1976; Nibert and Schiff 2001). The genomic

segments of avian reovirus can be resolved into three size classes based on their

eleclrophoretic mobility, designated L (large), M (medium), and S (small)

(Spandidos and Graham 1976; Gouvea and Schnitzer 1982). In total, the genomic

composition includes 3 large segments (Ll, L2, L3), 3 medium sized segments

(li4.l, M2, M3), and 4 small segments (51.,52, 53, S4). Nine of the gene segments

are monocistronic and encode a single different protein (Gouvea and Schnitzer

1982) while 51 is tricislronic with partially overlapping open reading frames

(ORFs) that encode for three proteins (Bodelón et ø1.200'1,; Shmulevitz et ø1.2002)

(Figure 1A).

Three l, polypeptides are encoded by the L genes (¡,4, IB and ÀC;

molecular weights (MW) 130-150 kDa), three ¡r polypeptides by the M genes (¡rA,

pB and pNS; MW 70-80 kDa) and four o' polypeptides by the S genes (o'4, o'8,

o'NS and o'C; MW 30-50 kDa) (Schnitzer 1985; Varela and Benavente 1994). Two

small non-structural proteins, pL0 and p17, also are encoded by the avian

reovirus genome segment 51 (Bodelon et ø1. 200-1,; Shmulevitz et øl 2002), and a

smaller version of the non-structural protein pNS, termed pNSC, is expressed by

9
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Figure 1,. Diagrammatic representation of avian reovirus structure,

electropherotype, and protein profile (A) electropherotypes of ARV176 and

ARVL38, with corresponding proteins encoded by each gene segment. (B)

Composite diagram of reovirus particle types: virus, infectious subviral particle

(ISVP), and core. Proteins in (A) are coloured in correlation to its position in the

virion cartoon in (B).

11



the M3 gene in both infected and transfected cells (Touris-Otero et at. 2004).

Therefore, the previously reported coding capacity of the avian reovirus genome

is now expanded to 13 proteins of which 8 are structural. The avian reovirus

structural proteins )'A, ),"8, pA and oA are core components, while ¡rB, pBC, oB

and oC are Present in the outer virion shell. Finally, the core spike protein ÀC,

which is the avian reovirus guanylyltransferase (Hsiao 2002), extends from the

inner core to the outer capsid (Martínez-Costas et al. 1997) (Tabte 1).

Although the mammalian reovirus s1 genome segment has two

overlapping, out-of-phase ORFs that express one structural (o1) and one non-

structural protein (o1s) (Ernst and Shatkin 1985;Jacobs and Samuel L985; Duncan

et ø1.1990; Nibert et ø1.1990), the 51 segment of ARV has recently been reported

to contain three partially overlapping ORFs, which are highly conserved in all

ARV sfrains (Bodelón et al.200'1,; Shmulevitz et øL 2002). The three ORFs encode

for the structural protein oC and two small non-structural proteins, p10 and p17

(Bodelón et ø1. 2001). The fact that these proteins are specified by out-of-phase

reading frames suggests that pL0, p17, and oC are strucfurally and functionally

unrelated to each other (Shmulevitz et al.2002).

The p17 polypeptide has no significant sequence similarity to other

known proteins, so its amino acid sequence offers no clues about its function. On

the other hand, the fact that the p17 ORF is conserved in every avian reovirus SL

gene sequence rePorted so far suggests that p17 plays an important function in

virus-host interactions (Costas et a\.2005). One study demonstrated that p17 is a
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Table 1. Properties of Avian Reovirus.

Gene 
Protein

segment
Location
in virion Locationu

Function or
property References

ÀA

ÀB

L1

L2

L3 ÀC

prA

pBc

M1

M2

M3

Inner
capsid

Inner
capsid

Inner
capsid,

core spike

Irurel
capsid

Outer'
capsid

Non-
structural

Outer'
capsid

Non-
sh'ucfura1

Non-
structulal

Inner
capsid

Outer
capsid

Non-
stluctural

V,I, C

V, I,C

V,L C

V, I,C

V

V,I

V,I, C

Unknown

Unknown

Guanylyltransf eras,
methyltransferases,

Caps mRNA

unknown

cleaved into
fragments, r'ole in

cytosol ently

Role in inclusion
body formation

Promote
attachment to host

cell

Involved in
syncytia formation

Role in cell growth
inhibition?

Binds dsRNA;
NTPase activity

Unknown

Binds ssRNA,
unknown role in
RNA assortment

. Hsiao2002;
o Martínez-

Costas et aI.

1995

. Duncan 1996

Tourís-Otero
et a\.2004

Martinez-
Costas1,997;

Shapouri ef
ctL.,1996

Duncanet nl.
1990

Liuet a\.2005

Gonziález-
López et nl.
2003

Ytn et ctl 2002

o Touris-Otero
et ø1.2005

S1

PNS

O'C

pl0

P77

O'A32

S3 V

S4

oB

oNS

aV, virion; I, ßVP; C, core
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nuclear targeting protein, which shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm

in a transcription-dependent manner and that exits the nucleus via a CRML-

independent pathway (Costas et ø1.2005). Additionally, p17 has been implicated

with cell growth retardation via the activation of p53 pathway (Liu et a\.2005).

The functions for p10 and oC proteins will be discussed later.

ARV can be found to exist in 4 morphological states, similar to MRV:

virion, ISVP, core, and top component (Figure 1B). The mature virion consists of

the inner and outer capsid layers as mentioned above. The proteolytic

degradation of certain outer capsid proteins (namely o'B is degraded, ¡rBc is

cleaved to ô, and oC lengthens) in uitro or during infection yields an intermediate

(infectious) subviral particle (ISVP). Next, ISVP loses oC; ¡rBc gets cleaved

further to yield the ô' protein, believed to be an intermediate step which leads to

the generation of the core (Duncan 1996), the final uncoated form found within

the host cytoplasm. The fourth structure, top component, obtained its name

because of its low buoyant density in cesium ctrloride gradients relative to a

mature virus. The top component is a defective particle produced during

infection that retains the double capsid but lacks the dsRNA genome; hence the

lower buoyant density.

Previously, ARV sfructure and protein disfribution were based on

correlation to the MRV crystal structure. In regards to this model, basic

slructural analyses have noted only small differences from MRV. Hence, recent

cryoeiectron microscopy imaging obtained for the avian orthoreovirus ARV138
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revealed a virion with structure very closely related to MRV and only minor

differences (Zhang et ø1.2005). Nevertheless, the details of ARV composition/ as

well as the mechanisms of assembly, require a lot more investigation.

Despite increasing interest in avian orthoreoviruses, knowledge about

ARV remains relatively behind that of MRV. Most of what is known about ARV

replication and protein functions are speculations from studies conducted on the

mammalian reovirus. F{ence, much, but not all, of the biological viral structures

and functions discussed in the latter part of this introduction will be assumptions

derived from mammalian reovirus studies based on its similarity to avian

reoviruses, where known differences will be indicated.

L.3.1 The Core Structure

Structural proteins ARV ?'"A, XB, )uC, p"A, and o'A are the core proteins with

ÀA and oA as the major core proteins (Figure 1A). l,C pentamers (spikes), ÀB

and pA minor internal proteins are associated only at the vertices. The complete

core is formed with spike proteins ARV ¡,C that protrude from the L2 vertices.

Moreover, l"C protein of the inner capsid crosses the outer layer to be exposed at

the surface of the virion (Martínez-Costas et nl. 1997). Structural studies have

indicated that all members of the Reoairidøe family contain an icosahedral core

with T = 1 symmetry; which, in the case of ARV, consists of 120 inner capsid
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Protein subunits î"4 organized as 60 assymmetric dimers surrounding the

genome (Nibert and Schiff 2001; Zhang et al. 2005).

Crystallographic and cryoelecfron microscopic analysis of severat MRV

have indicated the dsRNA genome is organized in partially ordered concentric

layers within the core (Reinisch et al. 2000); recent cryoelectron microscopy of

ARV138 revealed a similar genome packaging structure in avian reoviruses

(Zhang et ø1. 2005). It is suggested each segment may exist as a tightly wound

spiral around one of the 12 RdRp-capping complexes at the fivefold-axes of the

core. Also associated with the fivefold-channels are one or more copies of the

viral protein responsible for capping viral messenger RNAs, which may extend

through the core and contact a surrounding capsid shell of the virion. The fact

that the icosahedral nature of the core restricts the number of RdRp-capping

complexes to 12, may explain why no reovirus has been isolated which contains

more than L2 genome segments. On the other hand, there are reoviruses with

less than 12 genomic segments, which indicate not all of the L2 potential sites in

the core may be occupied by dsRNA (Patton and Spencert 2000).

1.3.2 Outer Capsid Skucture

The outer capsid plays a significant role in recognizing host cells and

allowing the release of the viral core into the cytoplasm. X-ray crystallography

has been determined for all the MRV outer capsid proteins (Otland et at.2001;
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Chappell et nl.2002; Liemann et ø1.2002), while crystallography for ARV outer

capsid proteins remains to be ascertained. Therefore, the following discussions

will mainly involve evidence established for MRV, from which understanding

for ARV proteins are inferred.

The outer capsid consists mainly of MRV p1 (ARV pB equivalent) and

MRV o3 (ARV o'B) at 600 copies each (Dryden et a\.1993; Zhang et n\.2005) and

up to 36 copies of the cell attachment protein MRV o1 (ARV oC) (Weiner et al.

1980a; Lee et al. 1981; Slrong et nl. 1991). Similar to MRV ¡r1 protein cleavage to

yield p.1.C, a major ¡r class structural protein, ARV pB (present in minor amounts

relative to its cleavage product) is cleaved to yield pBc, also a major p class

structural protein, thus adding to the similarities between avian and mammalian

reoviruses in protein composition (Ni et ø1.1993). In both MRV and ARV virions,

outer capsid proteins, ARV pB (MRV ¡.r1) and ARV oB (MRV o'3), are arranged in

an incomplete T = 13 (laeuo) lattice (Dryden et ø1.1993; Zhang et ø1.2005).

The outer capsid proteins MRV p1 (pB in ARV) and MRV o'3 (o'B in ARV)

associate with each other, which causes important conformational changes to

both proteins (Mabrouk and Lemay 1994; Shepard et al. 1996), to form

heterohexamers ((MRV ¡tI/o3)z) complexes (Dryden et al. 1993; Liernann, et øL

2002) that are essential for assembly of the outer shell onto nascent cores (Fields

et a\.197'1.; Shepard et a\.1995; Shing and Coombs1996).
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'1,.3.2|1, The ARV oB/ MRV o'3 Protein

Encoded by the 53 genome, ARV oB is 367 amino acids in length with a

molecular weight of 40 kDa (Schnltzer 1985; Varela and Benavente 1994);

compared to MRV o'3, which is 365 amino acids in lengtþ 41, kDa and encoded

by the 54 genome segment (Giantini et al. 1984; Mendez et al. 2003). Both

proteins are believed to be N-terminally acetylated proteins and also contain a

tightly bound zinc ion (Huismans and Joklik 1976; Yue and Shatkin 199n. The

monomer of the major outer capsid protein is a bi-lobed structure, organized

around a central helix spanning the length of the protein. Currently, the crystal

structure for ARV oB is unavailable; however, MRV o'3 crystal sfructure revealed

a protein with an overall dimension of -76 x 35 x 35 Ä, which narrows at the

center to give a smaller and a larger lobe. Although the N-terminal residue is in

the small lobe and the C-terminal residue is in the large lobe, the two lobes in

MRV o'3 do not strictly correspond to the sequential N- and C-terminal sections

of the protein. Additionally, the joint befween the lobes is believed to confer

some flexibility to the protein (Olland et ø1.2001).

The small lobe consists of two segments (residues L-90 and 287-336) of

approximately 1.40 residues and a CCHC zinc-binding motif. Similarly, the large

lobe also is constituted of two separate segments (residues 91,-286 and 337-365)

approximately 225 residues in total (Figure 2). Additionally, the extended loops

observed in the large lobe are speculated to be the sites of proteolysis (Olland eú
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Figure. 2. Crystal structure cartoon presentation of the four different segments

that constitute the large and small lobe of a MRV o3 monomer (PDB # 1FN9), as

determined by Olland et ø1. (2001). ARV o'B structure is believed to be similar. In

the large lobe, colours ruby and yellow highlight residues 91.-286 and residues

337-365, respectively. In the small lobe, colours green and wheat highlight

residues l,-90 and residues 287-336, respectively. Images created with PyMOL

(Del-ano 2004).
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ø1. 2001), a significant process that occurs during reovirus entry. These

characteristics are expected to be similar in ARV oB.

'1,.3.2.2 dsRNA-binding

MRV o3 is a dsRNA-binding protein that targets RNA duplexes of

approximately 32-45 bp in a manner independent of RNA sequence (Huismans

and Joklik 1.976; Yue and Shatkin 1997). o'3 has a tendency to dimerize in

solution, which suggests that the dsRNA-binding form of the protein is dimeric

(Figure 3). Site-directed mutagenesis has implicated several basic amino acids in

dsRNA binding, including Lyszez (Denzler and Jacobs 1994; Mabrouk et al. 1995).

Lyszez protrudes from the surface and makes no contacts with other atoms in the

sfructure (Olland et øt.2001). A map of surface elecfrostatic potential in the MRV

o3 dimer shows a large positively charged patch that spans the two subunits on

one of the broad surfaces. This patch is speculated to act as a surface for dsRNA

binding, which might involve non-specific interaction with the backbone of the

RNA duplex. Residue Lyszoz is part of this patch (Olland et al.2001).

MRV pL plays a regulatory role with regards to dimer/RNA binding.

When sufficient p1 is present, formation of MRV p1-o"3 complexes will compete

with MRV o'3 dimer formation and inhibit o"3 binding of dsRNA (Olland et øL

2001). dsRNA-binding activities also have been shown for both MRV ?"'J. and a2
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Figure 3. Speculated dimer-binding sites (determined by Olland et nl. 2001) seen in

MRV o3 dimer crystal structure (PDB # 1FN9). ARV clB dimer binding is

believed to be similar. Green and blue colours highlight specific interface

residues in the small and large lobes, respectively, involved in dimer binding.

Images created with PyMOL (Del-ano 2004).
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(Schiff et a\.1988; Lemay and Danis 1994). In the case with avian reoviruses, oA

has been shown to exhibit dsRNA-binding as well (Gonziâlez-López et ø1.2003).

At present, the region on MRV o'3 specifically involved in dsRNA-binding

has not been decisively determined; however, studies of o'3 structure so far

clearly indicate that it is quite different from previously characterized dsRNA-

binding domains (RBDs) of other dsRNA-binding proteins such as the cellular

PKR (Nanduri et ø1. 1998), tine Xenopus laeais RNA-binding protein A (Ryter and

Schultz 1998), and Escherichia coll RNase III (Kharrat et ø1.1995). Unlike the RBDs

of these proteins, which are composed of a three-stranded anti-parallel B-sheet

flanked by two helices, MRV o3 do not form any type of domain or homologous

sfructure (Olland et al.2001).

Like many viral proteins, MRV o3 (likewise, ARV oB) has multifunctional

roles, one of which involves the regulation of cellular antiviral mechanisms.

Reoviruses activate host antiviral defense mechanisms by inducing synthesis and

secretion of interferon and other cytokines. It has been demonstrated that the

dsRNA-dependent protein kinase (PKR) is the main factor acting to restrict

reovirus replication upon cell treatment with interferon (Miyamoto and Samuel

1980; De Beneditti et nl. 1985). The mechanism of PKR inhibition is briefly as

follows: in the presence of dsRNA, interferon induces PKR, leading to the

phosphorylation of the initiation factor eIF-2 that results in the shut-off of the

translational initiation (Hovanessian 1991,; Clemens 1996), which in turn inhibits

protein synthesis thereby limiting viral spread (Mathews 1996). Studies have



implicated mammalian reovirus protein o'3's ability to bind dsRNA to its role in

blocking the dsRNA-dependent activation of PKR and to stimulate translation

(Lloyd and Shatkin 1992; Beattie et al. 1995; Yue and Shatkin 1997; Bergeron et al.

1998). \¡Vhen not in association with MRV p.1, a3 negates the interferon-induced

shutdown of host protein synthesis in the cytoplasm of infected cells by

preventing PKR activation via dsRNA-binding (Lloyd and Shatkin1992; Beattie

et ø1. 1995; Schmechel et al. 1997; Yue and Shatkin 1997). As with many other

biological characteristics and functions shared between these two orthoreovirus

species, similar sfructure and functionality observed in MRV o3 also are

expected to be seen in ARV oB.

'1,.3.2.3 The ¡r1-o'3 (ARV pB-oB) Interface

MRV o'3 (ARV oB) association with MRV pr1 (ARV pB) to form the

heterohexameric complex is a significant step in both avian and mammalian

reovirus replication (Figure 4). Each MRV o'3 contacts two pL subunits. The

entire complex consists of 3 o3 and 3 ¡1L subunits. The three MRV ¡1L molecules

are coiled around each other with a right-handed twist, winding from bottom to

top of the complex (Liemarn et ø1. 2002). The p1 polypeptide consists of four

distinct domains: I, II, and III are predominantly cr-helical domains, which

constitute the lower part of the pL trimer in the heterohexamer complex; a jelly-

roll B-barrel forms Domain IV, which makes up the outward facing "head" in the
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Figure 4. MRV p1-o3 heterohexameric crystal structure (PDB # UMU). Each

colour (blue, green, and orange) highlights one ¡1L subunit. The o3 subunits are

shown in wheat. Images created with PyMOL (DeI-ano 2004).
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complex (Liemann et al. 2002).

which interact directiy with

particular interest are Domains III and IV,

in the heterohexameric complex. Two

discontinuous polypeptide chain segments (279-305 and 515-6 40), a summation

of 125 residues, in Domain III forms a cradle for the base of o3 (Nibert and Fields

1992), and residues 581-583 anchor o3 residues 69-71 in a small B sheet-a

structure not observed in the dimer (Olland et øL 2001). Domain IV (residues

306-51'4) is a jelly-roll B barrei (Harrison 2001) with three additional B hairpin

insertions speculated to participate in MRV prL-o3 or pL-¡r1 interactions within

the heterohexamer (Liemann et a\.2002). Two long B hairpins (approximately at

residues 342-350 and 355-360) flank the five-stranded B sheet on the pLao-3a

surface and interact with the large and small lobes, respectively, ol two different

o'3 molecules. Two additional B hairpins (approximately at residues 502-504 and

507-509) interact with the small lobe of a o'3 subunit (Liemanrt et al. 2002) (Figure

5)' Currently, ARV oB and ARV ¡rB strucfure and heterohexamer complex

formation are speculated from data observed in MRV sLudies.

On the viriory the large lobe of both MRV o3 and ARV o'B forms the knobs

visible in cryoelectron microscopy reconstructions of the respective viruses

(Dryden et al. 1993; zhang et aL 2005). MRV o'3 is thought to undergo a

conformational change upon binding to MRV p1, as demonstrated by heightened

protease sensitivity; however that change is believed not to involve major tertiary

structural alterations as suggested by the observation that both free and pL-

of

o'3
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Figure 5. Proposed residues in MRV p1 involved in o'3 binding. One each of

MRV ¡1L (orange) and o'3 (wheat) subunits from the heterohexameric crystal

structure (PDB # UMU). Blue and Green B-sheets and pink helices represent

proposed residues involved in o'3 interactions. Images created with PyMOL

(Del-ano 2004).
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bound forms of o3 react with conformation-dependent antibodies (Shepard et al.

1995). The smaller, zinc binding lobe of MRV o3 rests between two MRV pL

Domain IV (Liemannet ø1.2002). It remains to be seen whether this characteristic

is similar in avian reoviruses.

1.4 Reovirus Attachment and Entry

Specific attachment of viruses to cell-surface receptors is the critical initial

step that governs whether an infection will occur or not. Despite the substantial

diversity in the types of receptors recognized and the mechanisms of entry

employed, overall the strategy to penetrate the cell membrane is the same

(reviewed in Stehle and Dermody 2003).

In MRV, several proteins have been identified as possible receptors with

which o'1 interacts, but a definitive answer remains to be determined. One such

recently identified protein is the junction adhesion molecule (JAM) (Barton et ø1.

2001.; Prota et al. 2003), where sialic acid appears to be an important component

of the receptor(s). A domain in the fibrous tail of serotype 3 Dearing (T3D) o1

binds to cr-linked sialic acid (Barton et al. 200'1,; Prota et al. 2003), whereas the

head binds to junction adhesion molecule 1 (JAMI) (Barton et ø1.2001.a). JAM1 is

an lg-superfamiiy member expressed by a variety of cells including dendritic

cells (Rescigno et ø1. 2001), epithelial, and endothelial cells (Martin-Padura et al.

1998; Liu et ctl. 2000). After receptor binding, virions are taken up into endocytic
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compartments, where endosomal proteases digest MRV o'3 (Chang and

Zweerink 1971). This proteolytic step can be mimicked in aitro by chymotryptic

digestion of purified virions (Joklik 1972; Shatkin and LaFiandra 1972), where

studies have found that cleavage initiates in a central specific "Hypersensitive

Region" (Jané-Valbuena et nl. 2002) and then proceeds bidirectionally towards

the protein's termini (Mendez et aL 2003; Hadzisejdié 2005). Similarly, ARV

attachment of the mature virion to the target cell, mediated by the o'C cell

attachment protein (Shapouri et ø1. 1996; Martinez-Costas 1997), facilitates entry

via the receptor-mediated endocytosis pathway. FIowever, the specific ceilular

receptor for ARV oC binding is unknown.

Like most animal viruses, reoviruses are activated for infection by

proteolytic cleavages. The acidic environment of the endosome is required to

process ARV outer capsid proteins to produce ISVP during viral entry.

However, ISVPs of MRV can be generated by extracellular proteolysis in some

situations, and the entry of such particles is acid independent and may not

require endocytosis (Chang andZweerirk1971,; Nibert and Schiff 2001), thereby

allowing it to bypass receptor-mediated endocytosis entry and to fuse directly

with the cell membrane. Nevertheless, similar to MRV, cleavage of the avian

reovirus major outer capsid protein pBc into ô reveals hydrophobic residues that

promote interaction with the endosomal membrane and enfry into the cytoplasm

(Duncan 1996). Unlike MRV entry, ARV has an additional delayed cleavage of

pBc that acts independent of the other cleavage process (where ¡rBc cleaves to ô).
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This cleavage gives rise to õ'. The functional significance of undergoing two

independent cleavages of pBc is unknown; however, this suggests that ô' may be

an intermediate entry step or a by-product of an unproductive entry pathway

(Duncan 1996). Avian reovirus infection can be inhibited by group and serotype

specific antibodies, which bind to oB major outer capsid proteins and the cell

attachment proteins (oC), respectively (Theophilus ¿f ø1. 1995).

The proteolytic and conJormational change to the sfructure of MRV p13o3a

heterohexamer indicate likely steps in the molecular mechanism of endosomal

penetration. Mammalian reovirus protein o3 is tightly packed between adjacent

pL subunits in the heterohexamer, which insinuates that the removal of o3 will

destabilize the ¡1L trimer and suggests why proteolysis is required to extract o3.

Although proteolytic removal of o3 and autolytic cleavage of p1 render the p1

trimer metastable, it is believed that some property of the endosome from which

the virus escapes must catalyze rearrangement to a penetration-active

conformation (Liemann et al. 2002). Thus, the structure of the p1so3: complex

suggests it plays an active role in inserting a reovirus core across cellular or

endosomal membrane through major conformational rearrangements and

multiple membrane interactions. Proteolytic removal of o'3, in the intestinal

lumen or in an endosome, and autolytic cleavage of p1 primes this complex for

penefration, but interactions within the surface lattice of the ISVP hold it in a

primed conformation (Liemann et ø1. 2002). The avian reovirus oB protein is
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believed to undergo similar proteolytic processes that also lead to conformation

changes significant for viral penetration into the cell (i.e. extraceilular ISVP) or

from the endosome.

1.5 Reovirus Replication

Currently, little is known about ARV replication in contrast to the

extensively characterized mechanisms of MRV replication and assembly.

Similarities between ARV and MRV viral compositions, such as protein

distributions and functions (Zhang et aL 2005), suggest they may possess a

coÍunon replication cycle. Both ARV and MRV replicate in the cytoplasm of

infected ceils. From studies with MRV, it is established that the segmented

dsRNA genomes of reoviruses are never detected free in the cytoplasm but are

franscribed and replicated within viral capsids by RdRp (Patton and Spencert

2000). Hence, the uncoating of reoviruses is incomplete where the final entry

product is the core, which carries all enzymes for transcription of positive (+)

sense mRNAs (Patton and Spencert 2000).

1.5.1 The Core: An Active Transcriptional Complex

From mammalian reovirus studies, it is known that upon infection the

RNA-dependent-RNA-polymerase (RdRp) of the core is activated to synthesize

mRNAs that are capped and released into the cytoplasm via channels at the five-
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fold axes of tl're core. During transcription, channels penefrating the core and the

overlaying protein layer allow entry of the nucleoside-triphosphate substrates for

the RdRp. Essentially, the core may be viewed as a collection of L2 polymerase

units, where each represents one of the core pentamers, which operate

independently yet simultaneously to transcribe the genome segments. Due to

the sfructural organization of the transcriptionally-active particle, only a single

type of mRNA can pass through any one of the fivefold channels of the core.

Studies have noted that mRNAs are not made in equimolar amounts, which

suggests the polymerase units of the core function independently of one

another-contrary to the production of genome segments that are produced in

equimolar levels during RNA replication (Patton and Spencert 2000).

Collectively, RdRp, helicase, and RNA trisphosphatase activities are

found within the MRV À3 (ARV ÀB) and cofactor MRV ¡û (ARV pA).

Biochemical studies have demonsfrated that the ARV core protein ÀC (equivalent

to MRV X2) possesses guanylyltransferase (Hsiao et ø1. 2002) and

methyltransferase activities (Spandidos and Graham 1976; Marttnez-Costas et al.

1995). This ARV protein also catalyzes the addition of a type-l 5' methylated cap

to mRNA transcripts (Martínez-Costas et al. 1995). Most of the avian reovirus

mRNAs are monocisfronic and begin translation from the AUG codon closest to

the S'-terminal cap. Viral mRNAs and the positive strand of dsRNA segment

lack a poly(A) tail at their 3' end. However, there is evidence of oligoadenylates
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within ARV to suggest the virion has poly(A) polymerase activity (Spandidos

and Grahaml976).

In addition to transcription and capping activities, mammalian reovirus

cores have been proposed to possess two other functions: an RNA helicase

activity (Rankin et ø1. 1989) and a nucleoside triphosphate (NTPase) activity

(Kapuler et aL.1970). It was later suggested that the NTPase activity represents

the capping-associated RNA triphosphatase (Furuichi et a\.1976). However, the

NTPase in cores was found to exhibit a preference for ATP (Noble and Nibert

1997), whereas the subsfrate for this RNA triphophatase, the 5'-terminal

nucleotide in each of the L0 reovirus mRNAs, is a guanosine (Antczaket øL1982).

This suggests that the NTPase may present a separate activity from the RNA

friphosphatase. ATPase activity in mammalian reovirus cores is genetically

associated with 11 major core shell protein (Noble and Nibert 1997). Studies

have suggested that the ATPase activity remains latent in reovirus virions and

ISVPs but is activated when MRV ¡1L undergoes protease-mediated degradation

that occurs during production of cores, suggesting that p1 may play a roie in

regulating the ATPase (Noble and Nibert1997).

ARV core protein o'4, similar to its counterpart o2 of MRV, is a dsRNA-

binding protein. The oA protein binds dsRNA in a sequence non-specific

manner, and its association with the viral genome segments prevents activation

of host dsRNA-dependent enzymes that inhibit protein synthesis (Gonziâlez-

Lôpez et øL 2003), a function also carried out by ARV o'8. Because oA is one of
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the core proteins of ARV it is also suspected that this protein may contain

enzymatic activities, including NTP hydrolysis activity. oA was shown to

contain the active site of the nucleotidyl phosphatase actlity, but the functions

of the nucleotidyl phosphatase activities of o'A in ARV infection are unknown. It

is believed the hydrolysis of NTPs by oA may be important for generating

energy that is used for transcription and replication of the viral genorne (Yín et aL

2002). Since ARV cores are structurally and functionally similar to MRV cores, it

is possible that other ARV core proteins are also associated with NTPase activity

in addition to o'4.

Previous studies demonstrated that avian reovirus is highly resistant to

the antiviral effects of interferon and suggested that the dsRNA-binding oA

protein, in addition to oB, might play an important role in that resistance

(Gonziâlez-López et a\.2003). o'A has been observed to have the ability to reverse

the interferon-induced antiviral state of the infected cell by down-regulating PKR

activity in a manner similar to other virus-encoded dsRNA-binding proteins

(Gonziâlez-López et al. 2003).

1..5.2 Stages in Replication: An Overview

Presently, the specific mechanisms of ARV assembly and replication have

yet to be fully elucidated; however, ongoing studies have suggested its stages of

replication are similar to that deduced in MRV; therefore, an overview of the
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mammalian reovirus replication cycle may illuminate mechanisms involved in

avian reovirus replication. MRV replication occurs in three stages (Figure 6):

primary transcription, secondary transcription, and encapsidation. During the

first stage, MRV genes L1., }y'r3, 53, and 34 are initially franscribed from the

parental negative (-) RNA template to produce 5' capped mRNAs, which are

translated by host translational machinery to give early proteins 1"3, pNS, o'NS,

and o3, respectively. These proteins stimulate primary transcription from all L0

template (-) RNAs. These 5' capped mRNAs also act as templates for the

synthesis of genomic dsRNA later in the replication cycle. A single copy of each

(+) RNA strand is assorted into a transcriptase/assortment complex where

synthesis of the complementary negative strand occurs (Silverstein et aL.1976).

Next is secondary transcription, which results in the production of

uncapped viral mRNAs from newly synthesized (-) RNA strand template (Patton

and Spencert 2000). The switch from cap-dependent to cap-independent mRNA

synthesis is suspected to involve the intracellular distribution of MRV o'3 and its

interaction with p1"c in addition to certain ceiluiar interferon-regulated gene

products that include PKR and RNase-L (Schmechel et al.1997; Smith et ø1.2005).

Nevertheless, defined mechanisms in this switch remain to be elucidated.

Flowever, the majority of the transcription occurs at this stage. Ultimately,

structural proteins encapsidate the progeny dsRNA genomes to complete the

replication cycle (Patton and Spencert 2000). The mature virions are enclosed in
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Figure 6. Mammalian reovirus replicative cycle. Avian reovirus replicative cycle

is presumed to be similar. (1) receptor-mediated virus attachment (upper left),

(2) entry via endocytosis into endosomes where acid-mediated proteolysis

removes outer capsid protein oB and oC extension results, (3) intermediate

subviral particles (ISVP) escapes endosome, (4) uncoating of ISVP results in

transciptionally active core particle released into cytoplasm, (5) early capped

transcription, (6) translation of early capped franscripts, (7) primary capped

franscription, (B) primary franslation, (9) assortment of mRNA segments

suspected to be mediated by oB and non-structural proteins; this is believed to

occur within viral inclusion bodies, (10) synthesis of negative RNA strands to

generate progeny dsRNA, which then associate with core proteins, (11)

generation of transcriptase (replicase) complex, (12) secondary uncapped

transcription, (13) secondary translation, (14) assembly of outer capsid, and (15)

progeny virus release (lower right). Dashed green arrows indicate transcription

events, dotted red arïows indicate franslation, and black arrows indicate

movement of proteins and viral complexes. Arrow thickness represent relative

amounts of various components. Step 3a shows an alternate route of enfry for

reovirus in the form of ISVPs, which are capable of direct membrane penetration.
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non-membranous inclusion bodies in the cell cytoplasm as paracrystalline arrays

(Broering et nl.2005).

The genome segments of reoviruses contain 5'- and 3'-untransiated

regions (UTRs) that vary considerably in length. The extent of nucleotide

homology between all the genome segments of any particular reovirus is limited

to only short stretches (< L0 nucleotides) at their 5'- and 3'-termini, termed the 5'-

and 3'-consensus sequences, which allow discrimination of viral RNA from host

RNA. The conserved terminal 5'-GCUAA--/ /--UCAUC-3' sequences can be

found on ARV S-class genomic segments (Patton and Spencert 2000), which

suggest they may function as the virus-host RNA recognition signals. Individual

mammalian reovirus RNA species also possess segment specific signals that

allow the assortment complex to sequester all different RNA species. Similar to

the homologous MRV protein o'NS, ARV non-structural protein (oNS) binds

single-stranded (ss) RNA in a sequence independent manner (Touris-Otero et aL

2005), but unlike MRV, its role in RNA assortment remains to be determined.

MRV ¡rNS may also associate with the cell cytoskeleton and perhaps play a role

in genome packaging. Conversely, the function of ARV ¡rNS has not been

described in this regard.

1.6 Reovirus Assembly

Presently, the avian reovirus assembly process has not been fully resolved.

Ffowever, ongoing work with a recently generated panel of temperature-
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sensitive mutants is slowly shedding light on this virus group's mechanisms of

replication (Patrick et ø1. 200'1.; Xu et nl. 2004; Xu et aL 2005), which appears to

behave quite similar to corresponding MRV fs mutants. In confrast, the use of

temperature-sensitive mutants have long played a significant role in deducing

the MRV life-cycle (reviewed in Coombs 1998), which has been a major focus of

the majority of studies carried out relative to avian reoviruses.

A dodecahedral assembly model was proposed for the assembly of MRV

(refer to Hazelton and Coombs 1999), to which ARV is speculated to have great

similarity. Based upon this model, a five-sided apical complex forms the

dodecahedron base unit upon which the primary core particles are built up. This

base unit consists of l- cenfral copy of 1"3 (ARV ¡"8), 5 dimers of î"1 (ARV l"A) and

L0 copies of o2 (ARV o'A), in which À3 interacts with the IL amino termini (Xt et

al. 1.993). The addition of the pentameric spike protein ¡.2 (ARV l"C), the

association of ¡t2 (ARV pA) and the cell attachment protein <r1 (ARV oC) at each

of the 12 vertices produces the complete core particle. Electron cryomicroscope

reconslructions further suggest that)"2 and ¡t2 interact with À3 at the apices of the

primary core particle (Dryden et ø1.1998;). Virion assembly is complete when the

o'3 (ARV o'B) and p,1/p"1.c (ARV p.B/p"Bc) outer shell proteins associate together

and then pack onto the core around the 1,2 spikes (Dryden et a\.1993; Hazelton

and Coombs 1999). Assembly of MRV core and outer shell structures can occur

independently of one another.
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L.6.1 Genome Packaging

Despite the relatively detailed report of the specific steps of virion

assembly in MRV, the selective packaging mechanism that leads to the presence

of equimolar genome segments within reovirus remains to be ascertained. It

appears certain the packaging of the mRNA precedes dsRNA synthesis and that

dsRNA synthesis takes place within T = 1 cores. As a consequence, the cis-acting

signals for selective packaging are present on the mRNA template. Many of the

reovirus proteins exhibit RNA-binding activity, some specifically and some non-

specifically, as previously mentioned, but it has been reasoned that the ability to

distinguish between the different viral RNAs during selective packaging may be

driven by more than simply a number of viral proteins. Instead, it is specuiated

that selective packaging is more likely mediated by RNA-RNA interactions

occurring in trøns between the viral mRNA templates. The RNA-binding

proteins may function in this process to stabilize the RNA-RNA interactions or to

alter the structure of the mRNA templates in a manner that makes the RNA

packaging sites sterically accessible (Patton and Spencer 2000).

'1,.6.2 Yiral Inclusion Bodies

It has been established that avian reovirus morphogenesis is a temporaliy

controlled process, which occurs exclusively within globular viral factories (or

inclusion bodies) that are not microtubule-associated (Tourís-Otero et a\.2004a).
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In contrast, MRV inclusion bodies have been determined to associate with

cellular microtubules (Broering et ø1. 2002). Little is known about the

establishment and expansion of virai inclusions. However, studies have shown

that the M3-encoded avian reovirus non-structural protein pNS forms virallike

inclusions when expressed in transfected cells, and is present within viral

inclusions in infected cells. (Tourís-Otero et ø1.2004). These findings suggest that

ARV ¡rNS is the minimal viral protein required for the formation of these

inclusions. Furthermore, pNS associates with the other major non-structural

avian viral protein oNS in both infected and transfected cells, and mediates its

recruitment into factories (Tourís-Otero et aL 2004); all of which suggests that

core assembly and core coating take place exclusively within viral factories of

infected cells, in a temporally coordinated fashion, and also indicate that viral

morphogenesis starts with ¡rNS forming reovirus inclusion bodies after which

ARV proteins oNS and )"4 are seen recruited to these structures. Tourís-Otero et

nl. (2004a) also have demonstrated that pNS mediates the association of the major

core protein À4, but not of o'A oC, with inclusions, indicating that thecore protetn 
^/\/ 
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recruitment of viral proteins into avian reovirus factories has specificity. Thus,

some proteins appear to be initially recruited to factories by association with

ARV ¡rNS, whereas others are recruited subsequently through interaction with

as-yet unknown factors (Tourís-Otero et ø1.2004a).

The avian reovirus non-sfructural protein o'NS has previously been shown

to bind ssRNA in uitro in a sequence-independent manner. The results of a
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recent study further revealed that oNS binds poly(A), poly(U) and ssDNA, but

not poly(C), poly(G) or duplex nucleic acids. This suggests that ARV o'NS

binding of ssRNA is specific to certain nucleotide sequences. Furthermore,

studies have found oNS RNA-binding activity is conformation-dependent. The

minimum RNA size for oNS binding has been observed to be between 10 and 20

nucleotides. On the contrary, ARV oNS does not have preference for viral

mRNA sequences. Additionally, these findings show that oNS is present in large

ribonucleoprotein complexes in the cytoplasm of avian reovirus-infected cells,

indicating that it exists in intimate association with ssRNAs in aiao. Removal of

RNA from the complexes generates a oNS protein that tends to associate in small

oligomers. Moreover, it also has been observed that RNA-free oNS exists as

homodimers and homotrimers (Tourís-Otero et al.2005).

1..7 Syncytia Formation

All non-enveloped viruses capable of inducing syncytia belong to the

Reoairidae Íarrrily, where ARV serves as the prototypic fusogenic virus (Chappell

et ø1.,2005). Cell-to-cell fusion, a properly typical of ARVs, is not associated with

MRVs. There are, however, two atypical MRV isolates (Nelson bay virus and

baboon reovirus) and two isolated from snakes that share the syncytium-

inducing properties of the avian subgroup. The ARV Sl.-encoded protein, p10

(10 kDa), induces this fusion. Proteins with similar function and important
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conserved motifs also were identified in NBV and BRV (Duncan et ø1. 1990).

Although it is membrane-associated, the protein p17, encoded on the same

genomic segment as p10, is not associated with syncytia formation (Bodelón et ø1.

2001).

1.8 Assortment and Reassortment

In1.969, irrefutable evidence surfaced that reovirus genomes consist not of

one but of ten molecules of double-stranded RNA (Skehel and Joklik 1969). It

soon became apparent that the mechanism for genome packaging in reovirus is

not a case of a "headful" mechanism such as that observed in bacteriophage

(reviewed in Poranen and Tuma 2004) or influenza virus (reviewed in

Mikulasov a et al.2000). Each of the ten reovirus gene segments may be resolved

in polyacrylamide gels, and the resulting pattern of gene migrations is known as

the viral electropherotype. Different viral serotypes possess different

characteristic electropherotypes; for example, the different electropherotypes of

two different strains ARV138 and ARV176 are illustrated in Figure 14. Note the

different distance of migration of each gene within the strain relative to the other

strain. The segmented nature of these genomes is extensively exploited via

reassortant analysis in ARV, MRV, and Rotnairus (another genus within the

Reouiridae family) for genetic studies (reviewed in Ramig and Ward 1991)'
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\¡Vhen cells are infected with a mixture of two different strains, the genes

from the two parents are capable of mixing (in a process called "assorfment")

with each other to generate novel electropherotypes. The progeny viruses, which

arise from this mixed infection, with genetic combinations from both parents, are

known as reassortants (reviewed in: Joklik and Roner 1995; Coombs 1998; Joklik

1998). Figure 7 illustrates this concept.

The properties of the new virus strains will depend on which segments

are inherited from which parent and the functional behavior of each particular

constellation of segments and their protein products. Since the parental

electropherotypes are known, gel analyses of the parents and each reassortant

clone may be used to determine the parental origin of every gene in any given

reassortant quite easily.

In Reoairidøe, reassortment from mixed infections is limited to species

level. In a cross-infection, the two parent reoviruses each contribute L0 gene

segments, resulting in 270, or 1024, potential gene combinations in the resulting

progeny virions (Fields 1971.; Fields 1973). If assortment was completely

random, then of the 210 possibilities, two are parental and the rest are

reassortants. Ffowever, 3-30% reassortant progeny in total aÍe generaliy

produced; that suggests assortment is a non-random event. It is postulated that

nucleotide signals may direct this non-random reassortment of certain gene

segments. On the other hand, random reassortment may occur where certain

hybrid genotypes are less favourable and are undetected or a physical separation
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Parenta I

Farental-like Reassoftants

210 = 1t24 assortment possibilities

FigureT. Schematic representation of assortment in reoviruses. Co-infection of

two different serotypes leads to assortment of parental genomic segments, which

gives progenies (reassortants) with mixed genomic background.
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of inclusion bodies within the infected cell prevents complete mixing of progeny

gene segments (Nibert et ø1.1996).

1.9 Temperature-sensitive Mutants

Previously, the development of a reverse-genetic system for the study of

reovirus protein functions had been hindered by the nafure of the viral genome

and its mode of replication. Nevertheless, persistent work led to a recent

breakthrough in the generation of a reovirus reverse genetic system (Roner and

Joklik 200'1.; Roner et ø1. 2004); however, the process and system are not efficient

and rather cumbersome. On the other hand, the segmented nature of the

genome remains a significant aspect that allows the generation of reassortant

viruses and facilitates the assignment of temperature-sensitive (fs) mutations to

specific genes (reviewed in Coombs 1998). As a result, reovirus temperature-

sensitive mutants pose as an attractive alternate approach to studying the

functional roles of viral proteins.

The term "temperature-sensitive" implies a defective replication of an

organism (to which the term is referred) by u change in temperature. This is

commonly applied to higher temperatures under which the defect is

phenotypically expressed. However, it can equally represent effects at lower

temperatures, which in turn are known as "cold sensitive." The observed

temperature-sensitive effect on replication is usually a sum of the virus and the
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cell in which it infects, because in dealing with fs ARV clones, the defective

phenotype is expressed upon incubation of the infected cells at the elevated

temperatures. A virus clone's fs phenotype may be expressed mathematically as

a ratio of the ability of the virus to grow at the non-permissive temperature to its

ability to grow at the lower permissive temperature. Non-permissive refers to

the temperature at which a defect in viral replication is phenotypically

expressed; the opposite is true at the permissive temperature. This mathematical

ratio is obtained by dividing the non-permissive viral titer by the permissive titer

to generate an efficiency of plating (EOP) value. The EOP values for wild-type

reoviruses usually remains within an order of magnitude of L.0, which indicates

replication at higher temperatures show only a slight reduction compared to

replication at the lower temperature. By confrast, a fs clone, when examined by

the same analysis, will normally generate a value significantly lower than 0.1

(reviewed in Coombs 1998).

Alternative methods are available to test the temperature sensitivity of

potential fs mutants. The EOP plaque assay is only one method to measure viral

replication. Although the EOP plaque assay is commonly used since it is

relatively simple and rapid, it does not usually accurately reflect viral replication,

because the plaque assay's success requires cell killing. Therefore, an alternative

strategy was developed to more directly measure viral replication by

determining the amount of virus produced by an infected cell. This alternative

method is the efficiency of yield (EOY) assay/ where cells infected with a virus
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clone are incubated at non-permissive temperatures and, mathematically similar

to EOP, the yield of virus produced at the restrictive temperature is compared to

the amount of that virus produced at the permissive temperalure (this is the EOY

ratio). As seen in EOP assays/ wild-type virus grows equally well at both

temperatures and usually generates EOY values of approximately 1.0. EOY

assay not only confirms ús status of clones identified by EOP, but this assay also

indicates fs phenotypes of clones which EOP could not determine. Therefore,

EOY may be considered more sensitive than EOP. However, EOY assays are

extremely labour intensive, which is a major disadvantage compared to the EOP

assay (Patrick et al.2001.; Patrick 2001).

A large understanding of MRV replication and assembly, as well as viral

protein functions, stemmed from studies of fs mutants, which was initiated in

two different laboratories (Ikegami and Gomatos 1968; Fields and ]oklik 1969;

Cross and Fields 1972; Hazelton and Coombs 1995; Zou and Brown 1996; Roner

et ø1. 1997; Keirstead and Coombs 1998; Hazelton and Coombs 1999; Mbisa et al.

2000; Becker et aI. 2001). A brief history of fs mutants studies in MRV should be

mentioned here. Chemical mutagenesis of wild-type reovirus stocks generated

the original group of MRV fs mutants (Ikegami and Gomatos 1.968; Fields and

]oklik 1969), and sets the stage for their use in MRV biological studies. Ikegami

treated stocks of reovirus serotype 3, strain Dearing (T3D), with nitrous acid,

nitrosoguanidine, or S-fluorouracil. Six fs clones were identified, two each from

the nitrous acid-treated, 5-fluorouracil-treated, and nontreated samples (Ikegami
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and Gomatos 1968). Fields also treated stocks of reovirus T3D with nitrous acid,

nitrosoguanidine, or proflavin, from which 35 fs clones were initially identified

(16 from nitrous acid-freated, 1.4 from the nitrosoguanidine-treated, and five

from the proflavin-treated stocks) (Fields and Joklik 1,969). Each clone is placed

into one of five groups (designated groups A to E) based on genetic analysis

(Ikegami and Gomatos 1968; Fields and Joklik 1969). Subsequent clones were

discovered, which gave a total of 10 groups with the inclusion of groups F to J

(Cross and Fields 1.972; Ramig and Fields 1979; Ahmed et al 1980; Coombs et al.

1ee4).

The initiative to develop avian reovirus fs mutants was undertaken a few

years prior to the work described in this dissertation. Megan Patrick (2001)

generated a panel of ARV fs mutants by infecting cells with ARV138 in the

presence of nitrosoguanidine. A total of seven recombination groups (A to G)

were clearly identified, indicating each had their fs mutations in different genes;

thatT of the 10 ARV138 dsRNA gene segments have representative fs mutations

(Table 2). Six fs mutants failed to recombine with numerous mutants in more

than one recombination group and suggested that they have multiple gene

segments with fs lesions (Patrick et nL.2001; Patrick 2001). Genetic recombination

in reoviruses occurs through reassortment of individual gene segments rather

than strand breakage and rejoining (Joklik and Roner 1995).

Of these seven groups, three prototypic members have been mapped to

their respective gene segments: tsAL2 mapped to 32 (oA), tsB3l mapped to M2
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Table 2. Recombination groups of avian reovirus temperature-sensitive mutants,

chemically generated from ARV138 via nitrosoguanidine treatment*.

Groups Clone References

B

C

tsAL2

tsAL46

tsB3L

tsC37

tsC287

tsD46

tsD195

tsD219

tsE158

tsF206

tsG247

Xtt et n|.2004;

Pafrick et n\.2001

Xu et nL.2005

Xu et a\.2005;

also reported in this

dissertstion

Xu et nL.2005D

. Refer to Patrick et ø1.2001.; Patrick 2001,.
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(¡tB), tsD46 mapped to L2 (l,B) (Patrick et al. 200'1.; Xu et ø12004; Xu et al. 2005).

F{ere, I report the complete mapping of three other mutants in recombination

groups C (prototype tsC37),F (tsF206), and G (tsG2 7).

L.L0 The Concept of Mapping Temperature-sensitivity

Mapping of fs mutations, or other markers with identifiabie phenotype,

requires some means of identifying the parental origin of each genome segment

within a putative reassortant virus. In segmented viruses, this means of

identification has been the polymorphic electrophoretic migration rates of the

genome segments of different viral strains. This technique, referred to as

reassortant mapping, has been applied to both reoviruses and rotaviruses (Ramig

and Ward 1991). This approach relies on the generation of reassortant progeny

from mixed infections that involve a fs mutant clone and non-fs wild-type virus

(parental) of a different sfrain. Reassortant electropherotypes and fs status (EOP

value) are determined. The reassortants are then grouped into two panels; one

panel consists of clones that retained the temperature-sensitive phenotype while

reassortants that behave as non-fs are placed in a separate panel. All fs

reassortants should share a gene segment that originated from its mutant parent,

while non-fs reassortants should share the corresponding gene segment of wild-

type origin. All other segments should be randomly assorted with respect to
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temperature-sensitivity. This combination of results allows the gene segment

associated with the fs phenotype to be identified (reviewed in Coombs 1998).

Reassortment mapping in this study involved the use of ARV176, which

was the wild-type crossed with tsC37 in a cross-infection to generate

reassortants. Since ARV138 and ARV176 play critical roles in the work to be

discussed in this thesis, a brief background of these two viruses is warranted. It

has been demonstrated that ARV176 is highly pathogenic relative to ARV138 in

an embryonated egg model, a feature associated with the different degree of

fusogenic capability harboured by each virus (Duncan and Sullivan 1998). Both

viruses infect and replicate with equal efficiency in cultured fibroblast cells, and

all 10 of their individual genome segments can be resolved by electrophoretic

analysis (Duncan and Sullivan 1998). Furthermore, the two sfrains exhibit

approximately 94% to 98% amino acid sequence identity in the three sequenced

S-class genome segment-encoded proteins (Duncan 1999) and 97.7% to 99%

amino acid identity in the recently sequenced M-class genes (Noad 2004); hence,

these two sfrains make ideal parental virus candidates for genetic and molecular

approaches to identify viral determinants of host interaction and pathogenicity.

1.LL Study Objectives

As mentioned earlier, the molecular biology of ARV remains relatively

undersfudied despite the economic significance avian reoviruses pose. Most
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knowledge about ARV assembly was conjectured from the studies of MRV,

which has been investigated in greater detail. There are similarities between

both MRV and ARV, but there are also important distinctions, which serve as a

good reason for further analysis of ARV. Moreover, avian reovirus is regarded

to have a relatively simple structure, making it a useful model in studies

involving more complex viruses and as a tool in other areas of research.

The complete assignment of lesions in all ARV ús mutants to gene

segments will be a significant progressive step toward the understanding of the

molecular nature of ARV. Hence, this study reports the characterization of L of

the 7 reported fs mutant panels, specifically recombination group C mutants.

The investigation reported here is based on three general hypotheses: (1) We

hypothesized that tsC37 mutant represents 1, of 7 novel assembly-defective

agents that can be used to delineate assembly of the reovirus core particle and

replication processes; (2) therefore, we hypothesized that the conformational

alterations of tsC37 mutant protein affects the later stage of capsid assembly or

viral release; (3) we hypothesized that expression of the wild-type gene

corresponding to the mutated gene in quail fibrosarcoma (QMS) cells will

complement the defect in tsC37. FIence, the objectives of this study were to: (i)

determine which viral genomic segment contains the lesion promoting the

temperature-sensitive phenotype observed in the ARV fs mutants, (ii) determine

the precise mutation within the gene and protein for recombination group C

mutants, (iii) deduce the step in viral replication inhibited by the mutation
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determined in objective (ii), and (iv) develop an expression system for both the

mutant gene and its wild-type genomic counterpart. Later into the project,

characterizations of recombination groups F and G were added to objective (i).

The completion of recombination groups C (tsC37), F (tsF206), and G

(tsG247) genetic maps have pinpointed the lesions to genes 53, 54, and L3,

respectively. Further sequencing of tsC37 and tsC29Z 53 genes revealed missense

mutations at adjacent nucleotide positions 87L and 872, respectively, which led to

the same amino acid substution at position 28L in the major outer capsid protein

ARV oB. The specific amino acid mutation determined in recombination group

C mutants was placed into the crystal structure of the homologous MRV protein

o3 to deduce possible structural effects that would give rise to the temperature-

sensitivity observed at the non-permissive temperature. Concurrently, several

attempts were made to develop an expression system of recombinat mutant and

complement wild-type proteins in baculovirus. Unfortunately, these efforts were

unsuccessful. Flence, the methods used in objective (4) were included as an

appendix.
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P,AR.T TT I MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.L Stock QMs Cells and Avian Reoviruses

Viruses were passaged in QMs continuous quail cell line (Quail

fibrosarcoma). ARV strains 138 and 176 are prototypic lab stocks originally

donated by Dr. R. Duncan of Dalhousie University, H:alif.ax, Canada. tsC37,

tsC287, tsF206, and tsG247 are mutants obtained by infecting QM5 cells with

ARV138 in the presence of nitrosoguanidine (refer to Pafrick 2001). Cells were

maintained in completed 1x Mediuml99 (75% fetal calf serum (Gibco BRL), 2

mM L-glutamine, and 0.0525% NaHCOe) and grown in the presence of 5% COz

at 37oC. Confluent cell monolayers were routinely passaged by standard

trypsinization procedures: media is removed, cells are washed with phosphate

buffered saline/ethylenediamine tetraacetate (PBS/EDTA: 137 mM NaCl, 0.3

mM KCl, 0.8 mM NazHPO+, 0.1 mM KHzPO¿, 0.05 mM EDTA) and trypsinized

witln 0.25% trypsin (1120 BAEE (Nc-benzoyl-L-arginine ethyl ester) units/mg;

source: porcine pancreas, Sigma). The cells were allowed to sit at room

temperature to allow the monolayer to detach and were then resuspended in the

appropriate dilution volume of QM5 maintenance media. Stock QMs cells were

split and passaged twice weekly. Cells used for viral infections were incubated

in the above media supplemented with 100 Wg/rr.J penicillin, 100 pg/nú

streptomycin sulfate, andl pg/rr/- amphotericin B.
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Spodoptera frugiperda Sf9 cells were maintained in serum-free 1x Sf-900 II

SFM (Gibco BRL) in a spinner flask kept at 27"C without COz. The cells were

routinely passaged once cell concentrations reached - 1, - 2.5 x 106 cells/ml by

removal of medium and cells and replenished with fresh medium for a final

concentration of 4x105 cells/ml.

2.2 Ãvian Reovirus Plaque Assay

10-fold serial dilutions of viral stocks were made in gel/saline (L37 mM

NaCl, 0.2 mM CaClz,0.8 mM MgClz, 19 mM HBOg, 0.1 mM NazB¿Oz, 0.3% (w /v)

gelatin). Growth media was removed from sub-confluent QM5 monolayers,

diluted virus was added and adsorbed for L h at room temperature with

occasional rocking every 10 minutes to keep cells moist and allow even

distribution of virus over entire area of cell monolayer. The cells were overlaid

with Lx Media199 overlay (9.8% fetal calf serum (Gibco BRL),2 mM L-glutamine,

and 0.11% NaHCOs)/I% agar supplemented with 100 V8/mL penicillin, 100

Vg/mL streptomycin sulfate, and 1' y"g/mL amphotericin B. Dishes were

incubated at permissive temperature (33.5"C) and non-Permissive

temperature(s). The infected monolayers were fed with the same overlay 1x

MediaLgg /L% agar supplemented with antibiotics on 3 and 4 days post-infection

(d.p.i ) for restrictive and permissive temperatures, respectively. The cells were

stained 4 d.p.i. and 6 d.p.i f.or restrictive and permissive temperatures,
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respectively, either with neutral red (0.013"/" neutral red in a2ml overlay oÍ'1,%

agar/l% PBS) or crystal violet (cells were fixed wlth 2% formaldehyde before

and after removal of agar overlay, then stained with 0.1,% crystal violet). Plaques

were counted approximately 18 h after neutral red staining or any time after

crystal violet staining.

2.3 Efficiency of Plating (EOP) Assay

Serial L:10 dilutions of ARVI,38, ARV176, tsC37, tsC287, tsF206, tsG247,

and reassortants were infected into sub-confluent QMs monolayers and

incubated at 33.5oC (permissive temperature) and non-permissive temperature(s)

as described in section 2.2. Yiral titers were determined, and the EOP ratios were

calculated with the following formula:

EOP = viral titer at non-permissive temperature
viral titer at permissive temperature

Three to four separate EOP assays were conducted for all viruses.

2.4 Avian Reovirus Viral Amplification

Maintenance media from sub-confluent QMS monolayers was removed

and the cells were infected with virus at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) less

than 1 plaque forming unit (PFU)/cell. After L h adsorption at room

(1)
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temperature, fresh completed Lx Medium199 supplemented with antibiotics was

added. The infections were incubated at the appropriate temperature in the

presence of 5% COz until 90% cytopathic effect (CPE) was visualized by light

microscopy. Wild-type viruses were grown at 37oC and mutant viruses were

amplified at 33.5oC. Viral progenies were harvested by cell lysis induced by

three cycles of freezef thawing at -84oC and viruses were stored at 4oC (for

immediate use) or -84oC (for long term storage). Viruses were titred prior to use.

2.5 Avian Reovirus Plaque Purification

Samples were infected, overlaid and incubated as described earlier

(section 2.2). Plaques were stained with 0.0L3% neutral red, incubated for L8 h,

and picked (Po). The viral / agar plugs were resuspended in completed 1x

MediumLgg and stored at 4oC for 24 h to allow viral diffusion into the media. Po

stocks were amplified twice to give Pr and Pz, and harvested by freeze/ thawing

three times as described previously (refer to section 2.4).

2.6 Generation of Reassortants

A24-well tissue culture dish with sub-confluent QM5 monolayers was co-

infected wtth tsC37 (derived from ARV138) and unmutagenized ARV176 at MOI

ratios of L5:5, 5:5, 5:15 PFU/cell. tsF206 co-infection with ARV176 occurred at

MOI ratios of.2:8, 8:2,5:5 PFU per cell (assay done by Trina Racine). Infections
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were incubated at 33.5oC for 34 hrs. The infections were freezef thawed thrice

and the cell lysates were sterilely sonicated for L5 seconds and serially diluted in

gel saline. Aliquots of each dilution (3 x 1Q-s, 1x10-5,4x'1,04,1x10a, and 4x10-7)

from each mixed infection were added to Pl-00 tissue culture dishes with sub-

confluent QMs monolayers. After adsorption, the cells were overlaid with Lx

Mediuml,gg/1,% agar and incubated at 33.5oC until 9 d.p.i. The infections were

fed 5 d.p.i. with 1x MediumL99 overlay/ly" agat, and stained 9 d.p.i. with

0.013% neutral red/1,% Agar/1,% PBS. Individually isolated plaques separated

by atleast 0.75 cm were picked, and then amplified twice as described earlier.

2.7 lsolation of Viral Double-stranded RNA

The Pz progeny clones were used to infect P100 dishes of sub-confluent

QMs monolayers, overlaid with Lx Mediuml99 and incubated at 33.5oC until

60% CPE was visualized under a light microscope. Cells were scraped off the

plate and pelleted at 1L00 rpm for 10 minutes. To lyse cell membranes, pellets

were resuspended in NP40 buffer (140 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgClz, 10 mM Tris-

HCl, pH 7.4) witln 0.5% NP40 detergent and incubated on ice for 35 minutes; the

sample was vortexed every L0 minutes. Cellular nuclei and organelles were

pelleted at LL00 rpm for 10 minutes and supernatants were collected in sterile

microfuge tubes. Phenol/chloroform extraction of viral dsRNA segments was

performed. Each sample was incubated at 42oC f.or L5 minutes in the following
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mixture: 0.5 pM Tris, pH 7.8;6.5 mM EDTA, pH 8.0; and 0.01% SDS. After L5

minutes, a L:l- ratio of phenol/chloroform to sample volume was added, along

with 0.1 mM NaCl and incubated at 42oC f.or 30 seconds. The samples were then

centrifuged for 5 minutes at L5,000 rpm. The aqueous phase was collected in

sterile microfuge tubes. RNA was precipited at -20oC overnight in 0.08 ¡rM

sodium acetate (pH 5.3) and70% ice cold ethanol, then pelleted at L5, 000 rpm for

30 minutes at 4oC. Viral dsRNA pellets were lyophilized (SC100 speed-vac,

Savant, Holbrook, NY) for about t h and resuspended in Lx Laemmli

electrophoresis sample buffer (0.24 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, L.5% dithiothreitol, 1%

sDS).

2.8 Electropherotype Profiles

12.5% polyacrylamide slab gels (16 cm x L6 cm x 0.L cm) were poured and

polymerized for L h. Viral dsRNA samples were heated to 65oC for 5 minutes

prior to loading and elecfrophoresed for 1..5 h at 18 mAmps/gel, then 66 h at12

mAmps/gel, then 5 h at 2 mAmps. Viral dsRNA bands were stained with

ethidium bromide (2.5 Wg/rrú) and visualized by ultraviolet irradiation.

Photographs were taken with Gel Doc 2000 (BioRad) apparatus and reassortant

progeny clones were identified by comparison of progeny gene segment profiies

to that of the two parents (ARV138 and ARV176) involved in the infection.
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2.9 Sequencing

2.9|1, Yiral dsRNA Extraction

Viral dsRNA pooled from 6 P100s was isolated as described under section

2.7. The RNA was precipitated overnight at-20oC in 0.08 pM sodium acetate

(pH 5.3) and 70% ice cold ethanol, pelleted at 15,000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4oC,

and washed with 70% ice cold ethanol. Viral dsRNA pellets were lyophilized

(SC100 speed-vac, Savant, Holbrook, NY) for about t h and resuspended in

mixture of 90% DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) and1.0% L0 mM RNase free Tris-HCl

(pH 6.8).

2.9.2 Reverse Transcription and Polymerase Chain Reaction Amplification

2.9.2.L Reverse Transcription

Purified viral dsRNA (6 ¡rl) was heated at 50oC for 45 minutes and snap-

cooled by immediate transferral to ice. To this was added: 63 ¡rl

diethylpyrocarbonate-freated sterile double-distilled water (DEPC-ddHzO), 0.8 pI

RNaseOUTTM Recombinant Ribonuclease Inhibitor (40 units/¡rl) (Invitrogen), L

pl of each polarity of L0 pM gene-specific primers (refer to Table 3), 5 ¡rl of L0 mM

dNTP mix (10 mM each of dCTP, dTTP, dGTP, dATP, in DEPC-HzO), 20 ¡-rl 5x

First-Strand buffer (Invitrogen), 1 pl of 1.0 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA), 1
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Table 3. Avian reovirus gene sequencing primers.

A(+) A13B 53 Seqlnd
A(+) 4138 53 seqln2d
A(+) 4138 53 seqln4a
A(-) A13B 53 seqlnd
A(-) ,A.138 53 seqln3d
A(-) 4138 53 seqln2d
A(+) A176 53"
A(-) 4176 53"
A(+) 4138 52 SeqMapb
A(+) A13B 54 SeqMay'
A(+) 4176 52 SeqMap"
A(+) 4176 54 SeqMap'
RLM probe#2*
RLM Yz probev
RLM 3'TailS

Primer Name

o\
N)

GGAACCCTGCCAGCCGACG
GATGTTG CTG C GACTG GAAAG G C

CTCGGACGGTCTCTGCCAAA
GTAGTAAAGCACACCACAAC
TTTGGCAGAGACCGTCCGAG
TATGGTGGTGGTCGTTTGC
CAAGCCGCAATGGAGGTA

CCGTCACATAGGTGGGAGCC
TTGAACCTGATGGGAACTA

AAGGCAATGACTTTACCCCG
C CTGTTGAGC CTGATGGfuqÁT
AAGGTGATGACTTTGCTCCGA

GGGGGfuqÁGGGG CGTAATGGAAAAAGTGGGTTGGGG
GGGGGAAAGGGGCGTAATGG

C C C CAAC CCACTTTTTCCATTAC GCCCCTTTCCCCC

Accession #s: AF05971,6.1. (ARV 17652),; AF059717.1 (ARV 13852)b; AF059720.1 (ARV 17653)';
AF05972t.1 (ARV 138 S3)d; AF059724.1 (ARV 17654)'; AF0s9725.1 (ARV 138 S4y

s 5' phosphorylated and 3' biotin-blocked
"probe used for RT-PCR specific for ligated 3' gene end
Y probe used for sequencing specific for ligated 3' gene end

Sequence Orientation

5'à 3',

s',) 3',

S',) 3'
3',) s',
3',) S',

3',) s',
S',) 3',

3',) S',

5') 3',

5',à 3',

S',) 3',

s',) 3',

S',) 3',

s',) 3',

s',) 3'

Nucleotide
position

2II-229
661-683
102r-r40
2ro-19r

1 140-ro2r
683-661

22-39
Lr79- 1160
677-635
48i-500
613-633
481-500



pl 100 pM dithiothreitol (DTT), and 0.8 pl SuperscriptrM II reverse transcriptase

(200 U / ¡tJ) (Invitrogen). The mixture was incubated at 42"C for 1 .5 h.

2.9.2.2 PCF.

cDNA produced by reverse transcription (RT) was amplified via

polymerase chain reaction using Expand Long Template PCR system (Roche).

To an aliquot of cDNA was added (for a L00 pl reaction volume): 67.5 p) ddHzO,

10 pl 10x Expand Long Buffer 1 (Roche) (L7.5 mM MgClz), 3.5 pl 10 mM dNTP

mix (as listed above), 1 pl of each polarity of 100 ¡rM gene-specific primers (refer

to Table 3), 1 pl Expand Long Template Enzyme (Roche) (5 U / ¡;J), and 70 pl

Mineral Oil (specific for PCR machine used, to prevent evaporation during

cycling reaction). PCR amplification cycles were carried out in PTC-100,

Programmable Thermocycler (Ml Research Inc., Waltham, MA) with the

foliowing reaction specifications: initial denaturation at 96"C for 2 minutes, 35

cycles of.:94"C for 1 minute, anneal at 55oC for L minute, primer extension at 68oC

for 3 minutes; followed by complete product extension for a further L0 minutes

at68oC, and hold at 4oC after completion of amplification reactions.

PCR product was loaded and run in a L % agarose gel in 0.5x TBE buffer

(4.5 mM Tris, 4.5 mM Boric acid, and 0.9 prM EDTA), stained with ethidium

bromide, and observed under UV transillumination. The desired band size was

excised from the gel and DNA was extracted using QlAquickrt g"l extraction kit
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(Qiagen, Germany) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The purified

DNA was eluted with sterile ddHzO.

2.9.3 3'Ligation for Gene-end Sequencing

A method developed. by Lambden et nL (1992) was adapted for the

sequencin g of tsC37 in order to obtain gene-end sequences in both directions.

Viral RNA was isolated as described under section 2.9.1,. The isolated RNA was

resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (L37 mM NaCl, 0.3 mM KCl, 0'8

mM NazHPO¿, 0.1- mM KHzPOa)' dsRNA genomic segments were resolved in

1,% agarose gel, and the desired gene class was extracted and purified by

QlAquickrM gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany) according to the

manufacturer's instructions. The purified RNA was eluted with Qiagen elution

buffer. To 8 pl of the gel-purified RNA was added: 1 pl of 10 pM primer (RLM 3'

Tail), L pi 10x T4 RNA Ligase Buffer (Roche), 1 pI T4 RNA Ligase (5 U/pl)

(Roche). The mixture was allowed to react overnight at37oC. Next, the mixture

was heated to 95oC for 2 minutes to inactivate enzyme, and re-resolvedinl'%

agarose gel to Íemove non-incorporated primer, extracted and re-purified using

elAquickrrur gel exfraction kit (Qiagen, Germany) as described above, but eluted

in 2 sequential volumes of elution buffer. The re-purified, 3'end ligated RNA

was precipitated overnight at -20oC in 10 ¡rl of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.3) and

260 p"I ice cold 1,00% ethanol. The precipitate was washed with 70% ethanol,
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lyophilized (SC100 speed-vac, Savant, Holbrook, NY) and resuspended in

mixrure oÍ90% DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) and10% 10 mM RNase free Tris-HCl

(pH 6.8). Reverse transcription was carried out as described above with "RLM

3'probe#2" arrd gene-specific internal primer; afler which PCR was done as

described above. Sequencing of 3'end ligated RNA product was carried out as

described above with primers labelled as "RLMlz ptobe" and gene-specific

internal primers. All primer sequences used here are listed in Table 3.

2.9.4 Dldeoxynucleotide Cycle Sequencing

Dideoxynucleotide cycle sequencing was carried out to determine the

sequences of each cDNAs in both directions, using ABI PRISM@ BigDyerM

version 3 Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit (Perkin Elmer (PE)

Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). The sequencing reaction mix consisted of

an aliquot of PCR-amplified and gel-purified cDNA (described above), 1 pl of 1

pM primer, 2 p.l BigDye version 3 mix, and sterile ddHzO for a final reaction

volume of 5 pl. Cycle sequencing was performed in Techne Flexigene Thermal

Cycler (Krackeler Scientific, Inc.; Aibany, NY) with the following reaction

specifications: 96oC for 3 minutes, 60 cycles of 96"C for l- minute, 53oC for L min,

60oC for 4 minutes, and hold at 40.

The sequencing reaction was precipitated in 0.14 M sodium acetate (pH

5.2) and 70% ice-cold ethanol at room temperature for 3 h in the dark. The
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precipitate was pelleted at L5, 000 rpm at 4oC for 30 minutes. The supernatant

was aspirated off. The pellet was washed with 70% ice cold ethanol and

centrifuged again at15,000 rpm at 4oC for L5 minutes. This second supernatant

was removed and the pellet was dried at 96oC f.or 2 minutes. The DNA was

resuspended in 20 p"l formamide. The resuspended DNA was heated for L.5

minutes at 96oC and snap-cooled on ice for L minute. The samples were

fransferred to 96-well sequencing plate. The sequence was determined using the

ABI PRISM 3100 Genetic Analyzer (PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

Manual analysis of the sequence was carried out with Chromas version 2.13

(McCarthy 2001). ClustalW (Chenna et a\.2003) was used to align sequences for

comparison purposes.

2.10 Crystal Structure Manipulations

ARV tsC37 and tsC287 mutations in oB were placed into MRV o'3 (PDB #

1FN9) and the MRV heterohexamer p1-o'3 crystal structures (PDB # IJMU) to

infer effects. The crystai structures of these MRV outer capsid proteins were

manipulated using PyMOL (Delano 2004).

2.11, Direct Particle Counting by Eleckon Microscopy

A L2-well tissue culture dish with sub-confluent QM5 monolayers were

infected with tsC37 and ARV138 at MOI of 5 PFU/cell, incubated at 33.5oC for 30
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h or 40oC for 225 h, and fueezef thawed three times. Infections were done in

quadruplicates for each virus. The infections were harvested and centrifuged at

800 rpm for 5 minutes at 4oC. One set of infections of each virus was pre-cleared

by centrifugation at l-3,500 rpm for 5 minutes. The samples were fixed in 2%

paraformaldehyde-supplemented Lx S-MEM with an addition of 125 pM glycine.

60 prl of each suspension was centrifuged through 100 ¡rl of 30% sodium tarfrate

cushion (pH7.2) in Airfuge@ 4100 rotor (Beckman Instruments, Palo Alto, Ca) at

26 psifor L h. The tartrate cushion was removed and the pellet was resuspended

in 60 pl Lx S-MEM. A series of 1O-fold dilutions (10-t to 1g-a) of the suspension

was made in ]x S-MEM. 45 pJ per dilution of each suspension was airfuged

directly onto formvar-coated, carbon-stabilized 400-mesh coPPer grids for 30

minutes at 26 psi on Airfuge@ EM-90 rotor (Beckman Insfruments, Palo Alto,

Ca). The sample-containing grids were stained with 2.5 mM phosphotungstic

acid, pH 7.0, viewed with a Phillips model 20L transmission electron microscope

(TEM) at a scanning magnification of 30,000X, and images were recorded at a

final machine magnification of 200,000X.

2.12.1, Construction of Gateway@ Donor vectors

2.12.1,.1, Designing øttB PCR Primers

Attempted expression of recombinant viral proteins utilizing the

Gateway@ Technology expression system (Invitrogen). Both forward and
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reverse PCR primers were designed with NetPrimer (Premier Biosoft

International; Palo Alto, CA) according to the manufacturer's insfructions,

including Kozak consensus sequence and no stop codon for C-terminal tag (refer

to Table 4).

Reverse transcription PCR was carried out as described above. A slight

modification to PCR specifications was as followed: initial denafure at 96"C for 2

minutes before cycling 35x at 94oC f.or 1 minute, anneal at 88oC for 1.5 minute,

primer extension at 68oC for 3 minutes, and complete product extension for a

further 10 minutes at 68oC. PCR product was gel-purified as described above

with QlAquickrM gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany) according to the

manufacturer's instructions. The product was eluted with sterile ddHzO.

2.12.1,.2 Performing BP Recombination Reaction

BacuioDirectrM Baculovirus Expression system (Invifrogen) was used. BP

reaction was carried out according to manufacturer's instructions. 50 fmol of ge1-

purified øffB PCR product was added to 150 ng of pDONRTM vector (Invitrogen)

(150 ng/¡:.l),TE Buffer (pH 8.0) (1 mM EDTA and 10 mM Tris-HCl), and BP

ClonaserM enzyme mix (Invitrogen). The reaction was incubated at 25oC

overnight. Proteinase K (2 Vg/pl) was added to each reaction and incubated at

37oC for L0 minutes. This generated the donor vectors (also known as entry

clones).
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Table 4. Primers used in the development and sequencing of entry and destination vectors in the Gateway
Expression system.

Gate(+)ARV138 53 attB 1"
Gate(-)ARVl 38 53 attB2 a

o\\o

Primer Name

Gate(+)pDONRrM201b
Gate(-)pDONR rM2OIb

Bac -F: polyhedrinf l I AÁATGATfu\CCATCTCGCrorwaro prlmer"
Bac-R: V5 reverse

ACC GAGGAGAGGGTTAGGGATprlmeru

GCAATGGAGGTACGTGTGCCAAACd 5') 3'
ACCAACTACACTCCACAACAGT" 3') 5'

nAccession # AF059721.1; primers used in development of entry clone
bprimer sequence from Invitrogen manual "Gateway pDONRrvt Vectors," version D -2005
cprimer sequence from Invitrogen manual "BaculoDirectrM Baculovirus Expression

Systems: for cloning and highJevel expression of recombinant proteins using Gateway@-adapted
Baculovirus DNA," version F - 2004

d " Pre-fix" sequence: GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCT
u " Pre-fix" sequence: GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGT

Sequence Orientation

TC G C GT:IAAC GCTAG CATG GATCTC
GTAACATCAGAGATTTTGAGACAC

Nucleotide
position

S',)
3',)

28-51
II32- 1111

-t.)
5',

s',) 3',

3',) s',



2.12|1".3 Transforming One Shot@ TOP10 E. coli.

Transformation of One Shot@ Chemically Competent TOP10 E. coli

(Invifrogen) was carried out according to manufacturer's instructions. Donor

vectors generated from the BP recombination reaction described above were

added at 2 ¡i per vial of TOPL0 cells and incubated on ice for 30 minutes, heat-

shocked for 42 seconds (instead of the 30 seconds indicated by the manufacturer)

at 42oC without shaking, after which they were transferred immediately to ice.

Room temperature SOC medium (Invifrogen) was added to the vials and

incubated at 37"C for t h with shaking at 200 rpm. After incubation, 10-50 prl of

each transformation was spread-plated onto pre-made and pre-warmed Luria-

Bertani (LB) agar (L % Tryptone, 0.5 % yeast extract, 1 % NaCl, pH 7, agar

(fSg/I-))(fisher) selective plates supplemented with kanamycin (50 ¡.rg/mt). The

plates were incubated upside down at37oC overnight. Single colonies that were

picked for further analysis were streaked onto fresh LB agar plates

supplemented with kanamycin (50 pg/rnl), incubated upside down at 37oC

overnight, parafilmed, and stored at 4oC for immediate use.

2.12|1,.4 Preparing Glycerol Stocks of E. coli Transformants.

Glycerol stocks of each analyzed transformant were made for long-term

storage. 5 ml of Luria-Bertani (LB) media (1, % Tryptone, 0.5 % yeast exttact,l, %

NaCl, pH 7)(Fisher) supplemented with kanamycin (50 ¡rg/rnl) was inoculated
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with single colonies of fransformants and incubated at 37oC with shaking (1000-

2000 rpm). At t h intervals, the optical density (OD) of the culture was

determined at 600 nm by taking an aliquot of the inoculant and diluting it 1,:L0 in

LB media. Once an ODøoo of about 0.5-0.7 was reached (exponential phase), 700

¡.11 of culture was added to 500 ¡-rl of sterile glycerol and stored at -84oC.

2.12J1,.5 Plasmid Isolation from TransformedE. coli cells.

Initial analysis was carried out with crude plasmid isolation via alkaline

lysis plasmid miniprep. 5 ml of Luria-Bertani (LB) media (1. % Tryptone, 0.5 %

yeast exfract, L % NaCl, pH 7)(Fisher) supplemented with kanamycin (50 pg/ml)

was inoculated with single colonies of transformants and incubated overnight at

37oC with shaking (1000-2000 rpm). The bacteria cells were pelleted at 13,500

rpm for 20 minutes and the supernatant was aspirated off. The pellet was

resuspended in ice-cold Solution I (50 mM Glucose, 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 10

mM EDTA, pH 8) and incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. To this,

Solution II (200 mM NaOH,1.% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)) was added and

the mixture was incubated on ice for 5 minutes. Ice-cold Solution III (3 M

sodium acetate, 115% glacial acetic acid) was added to the mixture, incubated on

ice for 1.0 minutes, centrifuged for 5 minutes at 13 500 rpm at 4"C, and

supernatant lransferred to sterile tube. Plasmid DNA was precipitated with -

65% isopropanol for 5 minutes at room temperature, centrifuged at 13,500 rpm
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for L0 minutes at 4oC, aspirated supernatant of.f.,lyophilized pellet (SC100 speed-

vac, Savant, Holbrook, NY), and resuspended plasmid DNA in sterile ddHzO.

Qiagen Spin Miniprep (Qiagen, Germany) was used to obtain purer

samples of isolated plasmid DNA for transfection and sequencing purposes.

Plasmid isolation was carried out according to the manufacturer's instructions.

2.12.2 Donor Vector Analysis

2.12.2|t Determine Position of Insert by Sequencing

The two ends of the insert/vector interfaces were sequenced to determine

whether the recombination reaction resulted in an in-frame insert sequence.

Sequencing was carried out as described above. Refer to Table 4 for pDONR

primer sequences and Table 3 for gene specific internal primer sequences.

2.12.2.2 Enzyme Restriction of Donor Vector

Crude isolated plasmid DNA was linearized with BsúX I (10 U / Vl)

(Invitrogen) or Hpa I (5 U/pLl) (Invitrogen) at 50oC in 10 ¡rl reaction volume

(plasmid DNA, sterile ddHzO, respective React@ buffers (Invitrogen), restriction

endonuclease) overnight. These two enzymes have one restriction site each

within the vector. The digested product was resolved in 05% agarose gel with

ethidium bromide and visualized under ultraviolet (UV) lighq the transformant

with the correct plasmid size was determined.
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PAE{T TII I RESULTS

3.1 Temperature-sensitivify of Recombination Group C and F Mutants

Replication potentials oÍ tsC37 and tsC287 at five different temperatures

(33.5oC, 37oC,39oC,39.5oC, and 40oC) wefe analyzed to determine the mutants'

degree of temperature-sensitivity (Figure 8). The maximum nonpermissive

temperature used was 40oC, since cell viability becomes increasingly

compromised beyond that temperature. A rule of thumb generally accepted for

reoviruses (both in MRV and ARV) regarding temperature-sensitivity is that

wild-type virus EOP values fall within 1.0 + 1 logro, whereas fs mutant EOP

values fall below the lower limit of the wild-type EoP value (1.0 t 1 logro)

(reviewed in Coombs 1998). From this, fsC37 was considered temperature-

sensitive at a non-permissive temperature of 40oC, where an EOP value of 0.0096

was obtained (a measure of ts); a value well below the lower limit of the wild-

type strain. tsC287 was found to be more temperature-sensitive than tsC37

beginning at39"C, with a steep drop to an EOP value of 0.00085 at 40oC, a ten-

fold decrease compared to tsC37 at the same temperature. tsF206 was also a

temperature-sensitive clone at temperatures

sensitivity is at 40oC with an EOP value of 0.000025. This re-confirmed the

previous reports which identifed tsC37 and tsF206 as ts mutants (Pafrick 2001';

Patrick et n\.2001).
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Figure 8. Temperature-sensitivity of ARV138, ARV176, tsC37, tsC287, and tsF206
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3.2 Mapping of tsC37

3.2.L Reassortants Identification

ARV tsC37 and tsC287 temperature-sensitve mutants comprise

recombination group C. The prototype tsC37 was crossed with ARV176 to

generate progeny clones as described under Materials and Methods. Cross-

infection was carried out at three MOI ratios (fs to wildtype): 15:5, 5:5, 5:L5 PFU

per cell. A total of 383 clones were selected and amplified twice in QM5 cells to

generate P2 stocks for subsequent analyses. Of these selected clones, 258 were

screened for reassortants; the process included further amplification for dsRNA

extraction, which were subjected to electrophoresis in12.5% SDS-PAGE to obtain

electropherotypes for each clone. The parental origin of each gene segment was

d,etermined by direct comparison of individual gene mobility within the

electropherotypes of each clone, ARV176, and tsC37 (Figure 9). Of the total

clones screened, 202 were non-reassortants, meaning their genomic content

originated entirely from one parent. Of these non-reassortant clones, 64 derived

their genes from parental ARV176 and 137 clones had their genes traced back to

the parental tsC37. On the other hand, 24 clones were determined to be

reassortants, of which 1.3 were unique and l-L were duplicates. The remaining 32

clones screened represented mixed infections. Overall, this resulted in a

reassortment efficiency of 9%.
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Figure 9. Electropherotypes of reassortant clones derived from ARV176 x tsC37

cross. Genomic RNAs of wild-type ARV176, tsc37 mutant, and reassortant

clones were isolated, resolved, stained, and photographed as described under

Materials and Methods (sections2.7 and 2.8). Positions and identities of ARV176

and tsC37 genes are indicated. The parental origin of each genome segment in

each reassortant clone was determined by comparison of segment mobility to the

parental ARV176 and tsC37 markers.
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In order to generate a table to map the fs mutation to a

tsC37, the EOP values and specific parental origin of each

reassortant was ascertained.

specific gene in

gene in every

3.2.2 tsC37 lesion møpped to 53

The efficiency of plating values, which are a measure of temperature-

sensitivity, were obtained as described under Materials and Methods' Four

separate trials were conducted on different days. Based on the EOP values

determined, the reassortants were placed into two categorical groups, ús and

non-fs (Table 5). 7 clones were found to have average EOP values that were at

least two-fold lower than the wild-type ARV176 and, hence, are temperature-

sensitive. These ús clones shared the 53 gene segment that originated from the

temperature-sensitive parent (tsc37). On the other hand, all non-fs reassortants

shared the same gene segment from the corresponding wild-type strain ARV176,

and exhibited average EOPs that were within one order of magnitude of the

wild-type value. The other genes were randomly assorted with regard to

temp erature-sensitivitY.

Flowever, some difficulties were encountered in identifying the origin of

the 52 or 34 genes in four specific clones from the electropherotype profiles.

Hence, the sequencing of the genes in these four clones were undertaken to

decisively confirm their parental origins and complete the mapping.
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Table 5. Eleclropherotypes and EOP values of ARVL76 x tsC37 Reassortants.

Electropherotypes

Clone L1 L3 M1 M2 M3 51 EOP.

229"

203e

348r

296s

373f

tsC37

48,

302s

7n

7

7

7

7

C

C

C

C

7

7

C

C

C

C

7

7

7

7

7

7

C

C

7

7

7

C

C

C

7

7

7

C

C

C

C

C

7

7

C

C

C

C

C

C

7

7

7

7

C

7

C

7

C

C

7

7

C

C

C

C

C

7

C

7

C

7

C

7

C¡'

(l

{-

{l

0.00038 0.00028

0.00048 0.00012

0.00060 0.00063

0.0011 0.0012

0.0019 0.0024

0.0096 0.0090

0.010 0.00096

0.017 0.018

0.1,7

0.35

0.52

0.74

0.90

0.49

1..86

3291

46,

194,

361t

334r

ARV176

1"49,

Exceptions

7

C

C

7

C

7

B

7

C

7

7

7

7

C

5

7

C

7

7

7

7

7

7

C

C

7

7

7

7

7

7

C

C

7

7

C

7

7

6

7

C

7

C

C

7

C

6

7

cr,

7

Cl'

7

7

7

6

77

77

77

77

7 CI,

77

77

53

0.24

0.31

0.58

0.83

0.84

L.27

1.85

IT

aParental origin of gene: C, tsC37;7, ARV176

bGene origin confirmed by sequencing

.Efficiency of plating (titer at 40"C) + (titer at 33.5oC)

d Standard deviation based on four experiments

Reassortants derived from MOI ratios 5:L5., 5:5f,15:5s
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3.2.3 Parental Origin determined via Sequencing

There were some difficulties in determining the origin of the 52 anð' 34

genes in some clones from the electropherotype profiles; therefore, the parental

origin of the 52 gene of clone 334 and 54 genes of clones 302,36'L, and 46 were

further confirmed by sequence analysis as described under Materials and

Methods. A BLAST nucleotide-nucleotide sequence alignment of 32 and 34

genes revealed a relativeiy high sequence homology between the two wild-type

strains ARV138 and ARV176. 32 and 34 have 94% and 82% identity,

respectively. Recall that tsC37 was derived from ARV138 via chemical

mutagenesis. Therefore, only the region(s) that shows relatively high nucleotide

differences sufficient to facilitate the identification of the parental origin in these

clonal genes were sequenced and analysed. As seen in figures !0-13, the 52 gene

from clone 334 was identified to have originated from the tsC37 parent.

Moreover, the 54 gene from clones 302, 46, and 361, also were confirmed to have

originated from tlne tsC37 Parent.

3.2.4 Sequence analysis of tsC37 53 gene

Reassortant mapping of tsC37 pinpointed the 53 gene segment, which

encodes the major outer capsid protein oB, as the carrier of the fs mutation'

Sequencing of the 53 genes of both tsC37 and tsC2ïZ revealed a single nucleotide

mutation from cytosine-to-adenine at nucleotide position 871' and cytosine-to-
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ARV176_52
ARV13 8_S2
R334

ARV1 7 6_S2
ARV].3 8-S2
R334

ARV].76-52
ARV].3 8-S2
R334

ARV176-52
ARV13 8_S2
R334

ARVl 7 6_52
ARV13 8-S2
R334

ARV].76_S2
ARVl3 8-S2
R334

ARV176-S2
ARV].3 8_S2
R334

ARV]-76-52
ARV13 8-S2
R334

ARVI-76_52
ARV13 8-S2
R334

ARV1 7 6-5 2

ARV13 8-S2
R334

Figure L0. Parental origin of reassortant 334 52 gene determined via sequence

comparison with ARV176 and ARV138 32 genes. The lower two sequences are

compared to the sequence listed at the top, where only the nucleotide differences

to ARV176 sequence are shown. Non-diffeÍences are indicated as a dot (.) Only

regions of greatest differences between the parental sequences are indicated for

clarity. ARV176 and ARV138 52 accession nos. 4F05971.6.1. and 4F059717.L,

respectively. Sequences were aligned with ClustalW (Chenna et nL.2003).
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ARVI-76_54
ARV]-3 8-S4
R302

ARV].76-S4
ARV].3 8-S4
R302

ARV]-76-54
ARV]-3 8-S4
R302

ARV].7 6-S4
ARVl-3 8_S4
R302

ARV176_54
ARVl3 8-S4
R302

ARV176_S4
ARV13 8_S4
R302

ARV176-54
ARV13 8-S4
R302

ARV176-S4
ARV13 8_S4
R302

ARV176-S4
ARV13 8_S4
R302

5 4 1 ATAAGTTTGTGCTCCCTTACÀTGCTTGACATGGTAGATGGTCGTCCTCAGAÎTGTCCTGC
.c. . . . . . . .A. .T. . . . .G. . . . .4. .G. .C. .4. . . . .G. .T. .T.
.c. . . . . . . .A. .T. . . . .G. . . . .4. .G. .C. .4. . . . .G. .T. .T.

6 O 1 CGTCTCATACCGTAGAÀGAÀÀTGTTGACCAACACCAGCTTGCTGAÄCTCGATTGATGCTT
.T..A..C.....T..G..G...C ....G. .T..T..4....
.T..A..C.....T..G..G...C ....G. .T..T..4....

6 6 1 CATTTGGTATCGAAGCGCGCAGTGATCAÀÀGGATGACTCGTGATGCTGCTGAGATGAGTT
. . . .T. . .T.T4.G. .C. . . . . .C.T. . . . .C. . . . . . . .G. . . . .4. . . . .c.
. . . . T . . . T . TA. G . . C . . . . . . C . T . . . . . C . . . . . . . . G . . . . .4. . . . . C .

7 2 1 CTCGCTCCCTCAATGAACTTGAGGATCATGATCAGAGAGGTCGTATGCCTTGGAÃGATCA
....T..G..T.....G. ....C..G.....G..C. .4....
....T..G..T.....G. ....C..G.....G..C. .4....

? 8 1 TGCTAGCGATGATGGCGGCCCAATTGAÄGGTTGAGTTGGACGCGCTGGCGGACGAGCGTA
. .ACG. . . . . .T.C. .4. .T. . .C .G. . . . . . . .T. .C. ..A. .T. . . . . . . . .G
. .ACG. . . . . .T.C. .4. .T. . .C .G. . . . . . . .T. .C. .Ä'. .T. . . . . . . . .G

8 4 1 CGGAGTCACAAGTTAÄTGCTCACGTTACATCCTTCGGATCCCGTTTATTTAATCAGATGT
TC . . . . . T . . G. C . . . C . . G . . G . . T . . . . . G. . . . . GC . . . . C . . C

TC.....T..G.C...C ..G..G..T.....G.....GC....C..C

9 O ]" CGGCGTTCGTTACTATTGATCGTGAÄCTGATGGAÀCTGGCCCTTCTCATCAAGGAACAGG
.T. .C. .T. . .C.4. . . . . . . .C. .GT. . . . . . .G. . . . .T. .AA. . . .T. . . . . . . .4.
.T. .C. .T. . .C..A'. . . . . . . .C. .GT. . . . . . .G. . . . .T. .ÃÀ. . . .T. . . . . . . .4.

9 6 1 GCTTCGCCATGAATCCGGGTCAGATTGCATCTAAGTGGTCGCTGATACGTCGTTCCGGTC
.T. .T. .G. . . . . . . .4. .G. .4G.C. . . . . . . .4. . . . . .T .À'. .4. .T. . . .

.T. .T. .G. . . . . . . .4. .G. .4G.C. . . . . . . .4. . . . . .T .4. .À'. .T. . . .

1 O 2 ]. CTACTCGTCCACTTTCAGGTGCCCGTCTTGAAATCAGGAATGGTA.ATTGGATGATCCGTG
. cG. c . . c . . . . . GG . T . . C . .4. . C . . C . . G . . . . ..A'. . . . . C . . C . . T . . C .

. cG . c . . c . . . . . GG . T . . C . .4. . C . . C . . G. . . . .4 . . . . . C . . C . . T . . C .

Figure 11. Parental origin of reassortant 302 54 gene determined via sequence

comparison with ARV176 and ARVL38 54 genes. The lower two sequences are

compared to the sequence listed at the top, where only the nucleotide differences

to ARVL76 sequence are shown. Non-differences are indicated as a dot (.) O"ly

regions of greatest differences between the parental sequences are indicated for

clarity. ARV176 and ARV138 54 accession nos. 4F059724.1, and 4F059725.1.,

respectively. Sequences were aligned with ClustalW (Chenna et aL 2003).
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ÃRV176_54
ARV13 8_S4
R46

ARV].76-S4
ARV].3 8-S4
R46

ARV176_S4
ARV13 8-S4
R46

ARVl 7 6-S4
ARV].3 8-S4
R46

ARV].7 6_54
ÀRV13 8_S4
R46

ARV].76_54
ARVl3 8_S4
R46

ARV176_S4
ARV13 8_S4
R46

ARVl76_S4
ÄRV13 8_S4
R46

6 O ]. CGTCTCATACCGTAGAAGAÃATGTTGACCAACÀCCAGCTTGCTGAACTCGATTGATGCTT
.T..Ã...C.....T..G..G...C ....G. .T..T..A....

-- ñ T 1r À

6 6 1 CATTTGGTATCGAAGCGCGCAGTGATCAAAGGATGACTCGTGATGCTGCTGAGATG.A,GTT
. . . . T . . . T . TA . G. . C . . . . . . C . T . . . . . C . . . . . . . . G . . . . . A. . . . . C .

. . . .T. . .T.T.A.G. .C. . . . . .C.T. . . . .C. . . . . . . .G. . . . .A. . . . .C.

7 2 ]. CTCGCTCCCTCAATGAACTTGAGGATCATGÀTCAGAGAGGTCGTATGCCTTGGAAGATCA
....T..G..T.....G. ....C..G.....G..C. .A....
....T..G..T.....G. ....C..G.....G..C. .Ä,....

7 8 ]. TGCTAGCGATGATGGCGGCCCAATTGAAGGTTGAGTTGGACGCGCTGGCGGACGAGCGTA
. .ACG. . . . . .T.C. .À'. .T. . .C .G. . . . . . . .T. .C. .A. .T. . . . . . . . .G
. .ACG. . . . . .T.C. .A. .T. . .C .G. . . . . . . .T. .C. .A. .T. . . . .N. . .G

ö+I LUbAbILALMUI IÆIULILALUI IåLAILLI ILUUAILLLUI I IAl I TM]LAUAIUl
TC . . . . . T . . G . C . . . C . . G . . G . . T . . . . . G . . . . . GC . . . . C . . C

TC . . . . . T . . G . C . . . C . . G . . G. . T . . . . . G . . . . . GC . . . . C . . C .

9 O ]. CGGCGTTCGTTACTATTGATCGTGAÃCTGATGGAACTGGCCCTTCTCATCAAGGAACAGG
.T. .C. .T. . .C.À'. . . . . . . .C. .GT. . . . . . .G. . . . .T. .AA. . . .T. . . . . . . .4.
.T. .C. .T. . .C.A. . . . . . . .C. .GT. . . . . . .G. . . . .T. .AA. . . .T. . . . . . . .A.

9 6 1 GCTTCGCCATGAATCCGGGTCAGATTGCATCTAAGTGGTCGCTGATACGTCGTTCCGGTC
.T. .T. .G. . . . . . . .A. .G. .AG.C. . . . . . . .A. . . . . .T .A. .A. .T. . . .

T T /] À 
': 

Añ rr À T À À T

1 O 2 1 CTACTCGTCCACTTTCAGGTGCCCGTCTTGAÄATCAGGAÀTGGTAATTGGATGATCCGTG
. cG . c . . c . . . . . GG . T . . C . . A. . C . . C . . G . . . . . A. . . . . C . . C . . T . . C .

.cG.c..c.---

Figure L2. Parental origin of reassortant (R) 46 34 gene determined via sequence

comparison with ARV176 and ARVL38 54 genes. The lower two sequences are

compared to the sequence listed at the top, where only the nucleotide differences

to ARVL76 sequence are shown. Non-differences are indicated as a dot O O"ly

regions of greatest differences between the parental sequences are indicated for

clarity. ARV176 and ARVL38 54 accession nos. 4F059724.L and 4F059725.1.,

respectively. Sequences were aligned with ClustalW (Chenna et ø1.2003).
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ARV1 7 6_54
ARV13 8-S4
R3 61

ARV1 7 6-54
ARV]-3 8-S4
R36t_

ARV176_54
ARV13 8_S4
R3 61

ARV].76_54
ARV13 8_S4
R3 61

ARVl76-S4
ÄRVl_3 8_S4
R3 61

ARV1 7 6-54
ARV13 8_S4
R3 6l-

ARV176_S4
ARVl3 8-S4
R3 61

ARVI_ 7 6_54
ARVI-3 8_S4
R3 61

ARV176_54
ARV]-3 8-S4
R3 61

ARV1 7 6-54
ARV13 8-S4
R3 61

ARV176-54
ARV13 8_S4
R3 61

ARVl76-54
ARVI-3 8_S4
R3 61

ARV].76_S4
ARV].3 8-S4
R3 61

ARV1 7 6-S4
ARVl3 8-S4
R3 6l_

ARVl 7 6-54
ARV13 8-S4
R3 61

ARV176_54
ARVI-3 8_S4
R36r-

1- 2 ]- CAGCTGATGGCCGTA.ATGCAACGAÀGGCGGTACAÀTCCCACTTTCCATTCCTTTCACGTG
. . . .T. .C. . . . . . . .A. .A. . . . .G. . . . .T. . . . . . . .C. .T. . . .

. . . .T. .C. . . . . . . .Ã'. .Ä'. . . . .G. . . . .T. . . . . . . .C. .T. . . .

f, õ I L I U 1 bLbâI ULL IA] LULL I L I I bLLbL I LAL I U IUL 1 Uå TåbffiLLL T f LÚLLU f bâLê

. . . .c. . . . .TT. . . .T. . . . ..A'. .T. . . . .T. .C. .G. . . . .4. .T.

. . . .c. . . . .TT. . . .T. . . . ..A'. .T. . . . .T. .C. .G. . . . .4. .T.

2 4 ]. ACGTGAAACAGATTCTTACTCGTGAÀCTGCCATTTTCCTCGGATTTAATCAACTATGCAC
. . . .4. .G. . . . .G. . . . .GT. . . .C. . .C.4. . . . . .C. . . .T. .T. .C. .G.
....4..G.... .G.....GT....C...C.4......C....T..T..C..G.

3 O ]- ACCATGTCAÀTTCATCATCCCTTACTACCTCTCAJ\GGCGTCGAAGCGGCTCGTTTGGTAG
. T . . . . . A. . . . . . . . C . . T . . C . . C . . T . . . . . G . . T . . T . .4. . . C ..4. . G.
.T. . . . .A. . . . . . . .C. .T. .C. .C. .T. . . . .G. .T. .T. .4. . .C.4. .G.

"' :::*:rillï:::i:*:iËi::rir,,l,,,slËÏi::Ëi:i::ï:i::ü:1r

4 2 ]. ACTGTCCTGGTGCAATCGCAAATGCTATTTCTCGCATTATGGCTGGCTTTGTACCTCGTG
. . . .c. . . . .4. .G. . . . .G. . . . .G. . . . .C. . . . .C. . . . . . . .T. .C. . . . .C.4. .

. . . .c. . . . .A. .G. . . . .G. . . . .G. . . . .C. . . . .C. . . . . . . .T. .C. . . . .C.4. .

4 8 1 AÀGGTGATGÃ,CTTTGCTCCGAGTGGCCCTATTGACTACCTCGCTGCTGACCTGATCGCGT
....cA,. .A.C. ..GAC..TG.C.. ...T..G..G..T...G
.. ..cA. .A.C. ..GAC. .TG.C.. ...T..G..G..T...G

5 4 1 ATAAGTTTGTGCTCCCTTACATGCTTGACATGGTAGATGGTCGTCCTCAGATTGTCCTGC
.c. . . . . . . .A. .T. . . . .G. . . . .4. .G. .C. .À. . . . .G. .T. .T.
.c. . . . . . . .4. .T. . . . .G. . . . .4. .G. .C. .4. . . . .G. .T. .T.

6 O 1 CGTCTCATACCGTAGAAGAAATGTTGACCAÀCACCAGCTTGCTGAÄCTCGATTGATGCTT
.T..A..C.....T..G..G...C ....G. .T..T..4....
.T..A..C.....T..G..G...C ....G. .T..T..4....

6 6 1 CATTTGGTATCGAÀGCGCGCAGTGATCA'U\GGATGACTCGTGATGCTGCTGAGATGAGTT
. . . .T. . .T.TA.G. .C. . . . . .C.T. . . . .C. . . . . . . .G. . . . .4. . . . .C.
. . . . T . . . T . TA. G . . C . . . . . . C . T . . . . . C . . . . . . . . G . . . . . A. . . . . C .

7 2 L C"Î CGC"ICCCTCAATGAACTTGAGGATCATGATCAGAGAGGTCGTATGCCTTGGAÀ,GATCÀ
....T..G..T.....G. ....C..G.....G..C. .4....
....T..G..T.....G. ....C..G.....G..C. .4....

7 8 1 TGCTÀGCGATGATGGCGGCCCAATTGAAGGTTGAGTTGGACGCGCTGGCGGACGAGCGTA
..ACG......T.C..A..T...C .G........T..C..4..T.........G
. .ACG. . . . . .T.C. .4. .T. . .C .G. . . . . . . .T. .C. .Ã'. .T. . . . . . . . .G

8 4 1 CGGAGTCACAAGTTAATGCTCÀCGTTACATCCTTCGGATCCCGTTTATTTAATCAGATGT
TC.....T..G.C...C ..G..G..T.....G.....GC....C..C
TC . . . . . T . . G . C . . . C . . G . . G . . T . . . . . G. . . . . GC . . . . C . . C

9 O ]. CGGCGTTCGTTACTATTGATCGTGAACTGATGGAACTGGCCCTTCTCATCAÀGGAACAGG
.T. .C. .T. . .C.À'. . . . . . . .C. .GT. . . . . . .G. . . . .T. .4.A. . . .T. . . . . . . .4.
.T. .C. .T. . .C.4. . . . . . . .C. .GT. . . . . . .G. . . . .T. .44. . . .T. . . . . . . .4.

9 6 1 GCTTCGCCATGAÀTCCGGGTCAGATTGCATCTAAGTGGTCGCTGATACGTCGTTCCGGTC
.T. .T. .G. . . . . . . .4. .G. .4G.C. . . . . . . .À'. . . . . .T .4. .4. .T. . . .

.T. .T. .G. . . . . . . .4. .G. .AG.C. . . . . . . .4. . . . . .T. . . . . . .4. .4. .T. . . .

1 O 2 1 CTACTCGTCCACTTTCAGGTGCCCGTCTTGA.AATCAGGAÀTGGTAATTGGATGATCCGTG
. cG. c . . c . . . . . GG . T . . C . . A. . C . . C . . G . . . . .4. . . . . C . . C . . T . . C .

. cG. c . . c . . . . . GG . T . . C . . A. . C . . C . . G. . . . .4. . . . . C . . C . . T . . C .
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Figure L3. Parental origin of reassortant (R) 361 34 gene determined via

sequence comparison with ARV176 and ARV138 54 genes. The lower two

sequences are comPared to the sequence listed at the top, where only the

nucleotide differences to ARV176 sequence are shown. Non-differences are

indicated as a dot (.) Only regions of greatest differences between the parental

sequences are indicated for clarity. ARV176 and ARV138 54 accession nos.

4F059724.1 and AF059725.1, respectively. Sequences were aligned with

ClustalW (Chenna et a\.2003).
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thymidine at posítion 872, respectively (Figure 14, A). These nucleotide

alterations led to the same amino acid substitution at position 281', from a

proline-to-threonine Í.or tsC37 and proline-to-leucine for tsC2B7 (Figure 1'4, B).

Alignments of amino acid sequences of corresponding orthoreovirus and

orbivirus major outer capsid proteins revealed this Prozsr to be highly conserved,

suggesting the amino acid at this position may be critical for the proper folding

of oB (Figure 15).

Littte is known about ARV oB major outer capsid protein. Currently,

most information regarding this structural protein is extrapolated from its

homolog MRV o3, which has been determined to play roles in dsRNA binding,

inhibition of PKR signalling, and critical association with MRV pL structural

protein. Flowever, preliminary work with fsC37 reported here revealed that

ARV oB shares similar functions with its MRV homolog. It should be noted at

this point that most of the above results have been published in Virology (refer to

Xuet ø1.2005).

3.3 Core-like Structures produced by tsC37 at Restrictive Temperature

QM5 monolayers were infected with fsC37 and ARV138 at MOI of 5

pFU/celt, incubated at 33.5oC for 30 h and 40oC for 225 h. The samples were

fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde. A series of L0-fotd dilutions (10-t to 1Q-a) of the

suspension was made; each was airfuged directly onto formvar-coated, carbon-
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A 841 I 00

AR\¡l3 853 GCTCGTGë.GTCA.TA.TCACCACGTGCGCCA.!!:qGGTGê.TTGGGÃ.GTGGCAAGê.AGGCGTCA

ÈSC3 7S3 GCTCGTGAGTCATA.TCACCACGTGGGCCÃ!.A.qGGTGATTGGGAGTGGCAAGAAGGCGTCA

LSC2B733 GCTCGTGAGTCÃ.TATCÄ.CCACGTËCGCCATCTGGTGATTGGGAGTGGCAAGLAGGCGTCA.

oo
o\

B l3s ¿93

ÄR\¡]-3BOB LA.NADPADGVYSFWTSHFAT'SPtTGGYGTTËÇYA.RESYËTÍVGHPVIGSGKKASHYR

TSCS 7(]B LAIIA.DPè.DG\¡YS TT/TTSHFÄFSPLI GËVGIT6QYA.RE SYHT{VGHTVTGSGKKASHYR

TSC2B7çß IA}IADPADG\¡YS FTITSHFÃFSPTT GGVGTTGQYARESYIIHVGHLVIGSGKKA.SHYR

Figure 14. Position of nucleotide and amino acid mutations in avian reovirus recombination group C mutants.

Otly the regions tl'rat contain the mutations are shown. (A) Nucleotide mutation in tsC37 indicated in blue and

tsC2B7 in green. Corresponding wild-type nucleotide indicated in red. The codon is underlined. (B) Amino acid

substitutionin tsC37 indicated in blue and tsC287 in green. Corresponding wild-type amino acid indicated in red.

Sequencing was done in both directions as described in Materials and Methods (section 2.9). ARV138 oB

GeneBank accession no. AACL8126. ARV138 53 accession no. AF05972L.1,.
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Figure 15. Alignment of amino acid sequences of corresponding orthoreovirus

and orbivirus outer capsid proteins. Orly the region that contains the amino

acid substitution in the tsC37 mutant is shown. Amino acid residues shaded in

black are identical in at least six of the sequences. Gray background shading

indicates conservative amino acid substitutions in at least six of the sequences.

The viral proteins used for comparison are: ARV strains 138 oB (GeneBank

accession no. AAC18126); 176 oB (GeneBank accession no. AAC1B12S); MRV

strains Lang (T1L) o3 (GeneBank accession no. P07939),Jones (T2l) o3 (GeneBank

accession no. P30211), and Dearing (T3D) o'3 (GeneBank accession no. P03527);

baboon reovirus (BRV) o2 (GeneBank accession no. 44C18128); Nelson Bay

virus (NBV) o2 (GeneBank accession no. AAC18127); Ndelle virus (NDEV) o2

(GeneBank accession no. 44L36031); bluetongue virus (BTV) VP5 (GeneBank

accession no. P33475). Amino acid substitution at position 281is indicated in

latge, coloured fonts. Sequences were aligned with ClustalW (Chenna et al.

2003).
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stabilized 400-mesh copper grids; and stained with phosphotungstic acid. The

samples were visualized under EM, where the proportions of particle-types

(cores, complete virion, top components, and outer shell) were determined

(Figure 16).

At permissive temperature (33.5"C), the proportions of different particles

produced by tsC37 were similar to the wild-type ARV138, where the greatest

proportion of particles produced was complete virion at 46.L% (Table 6).

However, at non-permissive temperature (40oC), tsC37 infection resulted in

68.6% of the particles produced that are corelike in structure and lacked

genomic content, compared to only 5.3% (actual cores) observed in ARVL38

(approximately a thirteen-fold difference). Similarly, top components produced

by the wild-type were more than two-fold greater than tsC37;44.8% compared to

orúy 20.7%. At this restrictive temperature, only 9.3% of the particles produced

by the mutant were actual complete virions, more than five-fold less than the

wild-type (46.1,%). Furthermore, only '1.4% outer shell structures were observed

in the mutant samples (Table 6), twice as much was seen in the wild-type.

Additionally, the majority of the particles produced (the core-like sfructures)

were observed to lack genomic content (refer to Figure 22 under section 4.3 for

EM image).

Additionally, infectivity was correlated with total complete virion

concenkation to obtain the relative infectivity of each sample expressed as a

particle-to-PFu ratio. Infectivity at nonpermissive temperature for the mutant
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Figure 16. Proportions of particle types produced during ARVL38 and tsC37

infection. "Core-like" refers to core-type particles produced by tsC37 at 40oC'

Samples were prepared as described in Materials and Methods (section 2.11),

viewed with TEM at magnification of 30,000X and images recorded at

magnification of 70,000X. Proportions of particle-types produced by ARV138 at

33.5oC obtained from Patrick 2001.
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Table 6. Proportion of particle-types produced by ARV138 and tsC37 at nonpermissive and permissive
temperatures4.

Clones

ARV138 33.5d

+0

Temperatures

ec)

tsC37

Total No. of
particles/mlå

4 values represent 3 trials

b Total particles/mI calculated as: particles/ml = (average number of particles)(1,.79x10s)(dilution factor)

(Hammond et ø1.1981)

c percentage of total particles represents average of 5 sample grids, standard error of the mean (SEM) shown in

square brackets []

dvalues for 33.5oC were obtained from Patrick 200L; PFU and SEM were not determined

" core-like tetm refers to core-type particles produced by tsC37 at40oC (refer to sections 3.3 and 4.3 for details)

33.5

40

6.1.x1.07

3.06x107

1.51x10e

3.94x'1.07

Particle/
PFU ratio

___ d

6:1.

68:'1.

627:1

Complete Top Outer Corc/
virion Component Shell core-like¿

Proportion of particles (%[SEM]).

57.0 37.0 3.0 3.0

42.111.51

46.1,19.51

e.3 17.el

44.8 [6.2]

45.e [8.3]

20.7 le.el

2.e [2.8] 5.31371

2.211,.921 5.8 [4.8]

1,.411,.61 68.6l23l



tsC37 is quite low compared to the wild-type (particle-to-PFU ratio of 627:1 to

6:1, respectively) (Table 6). This indicates that infectious virion production at the

restrictive temperature is greatly hindered in tsC37 by the mutation on oB.

Therefore, the mutation in tsC37 affects not only the assembly of complete

virions but also affects the degree of infectivity of the virus population as a

whole. Further, the infectivity of the mutant at the permissive temperature is

observably better than at the restrictive temperature (68:L compared to 627:1.,

respectively) but still much lower than the 40oC wild-type 6:L ratio. This would

suggest that although the percentage of complete virion production is similar to

the wild-type (a6.1,% f.or the mutant to 42.1,% wild-type), infectivity is reduced

due to the mutation in oB even at permissive temperature. It may be possible

that the protein's conformation is affected to a certain extent even at 33.5oC, such

that the heterohexameric complex it forms in association with ¡rB is less stable

than its wild-type counterpart. Infectivity for ARV138 at 33.5"C was not

determined (Patrick 2001).

3.4 Mapping of tsF206

Avian reovirus recombination group F mutant has only one member,

tsF206. Mapping of this mutant was initiated by a former undergraduate

Honours student, Trina Racine, who conducted the cross-infection of tsF206 x

ARV176, selection, and amplification of progeny clones to the Pz stage. At that
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point, the project was then integrated into this study where the completion of

tsF206 map involved determining the EOP for each clone and re-confirming the

parental origin identification of each gene. The cross-infection of. tsF206 x

ARVL76, selection, and amplification of progeny clones were carried out as

described under Materials and Methods. Co-infection was carried out at MOI

ratios of 2:8, 8:2, and 5:5 PFU per cell oÍ tsF206 to ARV176. The clones were

selected and amplified fwice in QM5 cells to generate P2 stocks for subsequent

analyses. The selected clones were screened for reassortants, a process that

included further amplification for dsRNA extraction, which were subjugated to

electrophoresis in 12.5% SDS-PAGE to obtain electropherotypes for each clone

(carried out by Trina Racine). The parental origin of each gene segment was

determined and re-confirmed by direct comparison of individual gene mobility

within the electropherotypes of each clone, ARV176, and tsF206 (Figarc 17)' In

order to facilitate the mapping of tsF206, the elecfropherotypes of 5 additional

clones wefe determined and parental origin of each gene was assigned.

Further, the temperature-sensitivity (EOP values) of each clone, ARVL76,

and. tsF206 were obtained as described under Materials and Methods. Two

categories of reassortants (fs and non-ús) were created based on their EOP values

(Table 7). L2 clones (not including the fs parent) were found to have average

EOP values that were one- to two-folds lower than the wild-type ARV1,76 and,

hence, are temperature-sensitive. These fs clones shared the 54 gene segment

that originated from the temperature-sensitive parent (tsF206); all non-fs
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Figure 17. Elecfropherotypes of reassortant clones derived from ARY176 x

tsF206 cross. Genomic RNAs of wild-type AP.V176, tsF206 mutant, and

reassortant clones were resolved, stained, and photographed as described under

Materials and Methods. Positions and identities of ARV176 and tsF206 genes are

indicated. The parental origin of each genome segment in each reassortant clone

was determined by comparison of segment mobility to the parental ARV176 and

tsF206 markers.
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Table 7. Electropherotypes and EOP values of ARVL76 x tsF206 Reassortants.

Electropherotypes

Clone L1, L2 L3 Ml M2 M3 51 32 53 34 EOPI, SD.

tsF206

51

199

134

2L

56

68

8

L95

188

192

186

46

58

1.4

61.

/'176

10

13

FN F

77
F7
7F
77
7F
F7
F7
77
FF
7F
7F
FF

F

7

7

7

7

F

7

7

7

7

F

7

F

F

F

F

7

7

F

7

7

F

7

F

7

7

F

F

F

F

F

F

7

7

F

F

F

F

F

0.000067 0.000072

0.00041 0.00047

0.0018 0.0028

0.0050 0.0031

0.0056 0.0029

0.010 0.0081

0.016 0.013

0.017 0.0045

0.018 0.023

0.024 0.018

0.026 0.020

0.062 0.043

0.078 0.0066

1357FFFF

F777F
FFFFF
F7FF7

77777
7777F
FFFFF

0.28

0.29

0.39

0.41.

0.59

0.65

L.85

2.60

0.1.4

0.22

0.30

0.074

0.60

0.63

L.88

1..6267FF7FF
Exceptions 12 10 1Z 12 g

I Parental origin of gene: F, tsF206;7, AF.V176

b Efficiency of plating (titer at 40"C) + (titer at 33.5"C)

.Standard deviation based on three experiments
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reassortants shared the same gene segment from the corresponding wild-type

strain ARV176, and exhibited average EOPs that were within one order of

magnitude of the wild-type value. The other genes were randomly assorted with

regard to temperature-sensitivity. Similar to tsG247 discussed in the next section,

tsF206 map also has one exception in clone 188, which has its 54 gene

orgininating from the wild-type parent. However, its EOP value indicates that it

is a temperature-sensitive clone. Two possible explanations would be the

presence of a mutation within the 54 gene that occurred during the generation of

these reassortants (which would not be unexpected since this is an RNA virus),

which would give rise to the fs phenotype observed, or the specific gene

constellation is less than optimum so as to give the low EOP value.

The ARV 54 gene encodes for the non-structural protein o'NS, one of the

proteins produced early in viral infection. Similar to the homologous MRV

protein oNS (encoded by the MRV 53 gene), ARV non-structural protein (o'NS)

binds single-stranded (ss) RNA in a sequence independent manner (Touris-Otero

et nl. 2005), but unlike MRV, its role in RNA assortment remains to be

determined. Interestingly, it was found lhat tsF209 mutant could not synthesize

genomic dsRNA (RNAJ. This implies that oNS may play an important role in

genomic dsRNA recruitment andf or packaging.
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3.5 Mapping of tsG247

Similar to avian reovirus recombination group F, ARV recombination

group G also has only one member, tsG247. Mapping of this mutant was

initiated by a former undergraduate Honours student, Alex Selaghi, who

conducted the cross-infection of tsG247 x ARV176, selection, and amplification of

progeny clones to the Pz stage. At that point, the project was then integrated into

this study where the completion of tsG247 map involved determining the EOP

for each clone and re-confirming the parental origin identification of each gene.

The cross-infection of tsG247 x ARVL76, selection, and amplification of progeny

clones were carried out as described under Materials and Methods. Cross-

infection was carried out at MOI ratios (fs to wildtype): 10:1,0, 5:L0, and L0:5 PFU

per cell. The clones were selected and amplified twice in QM5 cells to generate

P2 stocks for subsequent analyses. The selected clones were screened for

reassortants, a process that included further amplification for dsRNA extraction,

which were subjugated to electrophoresis in 12.5% SDS-PAGE to obtain

electropherotypes for each clone (carried out by Alex Selaghi). The parental

origin of each gene segment was determined and re-confirmed by direct

comparison of individual gene mobility within the elecfropherotypes of each

clone, ARV176, and tsG247 (Figure 18). The electropherotype and EOP value

was determined for an additional clone to facilitate completion of the map.
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Figure 18. Electropherotypes of reassortant clones derived from ARV176 x

tsG247 cross. Genomic RNAs of wild-type ARV176, tsG247 mutant, and

reassortant clones were resolved, stained, and photographed as described under

Materials and Methods. Positions and identities of ARV176 and tsG247 genes are

indicated. The parental origin of each genome segment in each reassortant clone

was determined by comparison of segment mobility to the parental ARV176 and

tsG247 markers.
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The EOP values were determined for each clone, ARV176, and tsG247 as

described under Materials and Methods. Three separate trials were conducted

on different days. Reassortants were divided into two categories, ts and non-fs

based on their EOP values (Table 8). 6 clones (not including the fs parent) were

found to have average EOP values that were one- to two-folds lower than the

wild-type ARV176 and, hence, ate temperature-sensitive. These fs ciones shared

the L3 gene segment that originated from the temperature-sensitive parent

(tsG2a\. Conversely, all non-fs reassortants shared the same gene segment from

the corresponding wild-type strain ARVL76, and exhibited average EOPs that

were within one order of magnitude to the wild-type value. The other genes

were randomly assorted with regard to temperature-sensitivity. However, clone

101 has its L3 gene derived from the wild-type parent but its EOP value indicates

that it is a temperature-sensitive clone. Two possible explanations would be the

presence of a mutation within its L3 gene that occurred during the generation of

these reassortants which would give rise to the fs phenotype observed, or the

specific gene constellation is less than optimum such that gave rise to the low

EOP value. Further, clone 101's EOP value is at the borderline between fs and

non-fs.

The ARV L3 gene encodes for the core spike protein ÀC, which exhibits

guanylyltransferase (Hsiao et ø1. 2002) and methyltransferase activities

(Spandidos and Graham 1976; Martínez-Costas et ø1. 1995) involved in mRNA

cap methylation (Martínez-Costas et nl. 1995). Interestingly, Paftick (2001)
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Table 8. Electropherotypes and EOP values of ARV176 x tsG24Z Reassortants.

Electropherotypes

Clone L.I. L2 L3 M1 M2 M3 51 32 53 g EOP¡' SD.

119

1.27

45

100

tsG247

97

101

129 7

687
727
137
156 G

647
107

ARV176 7

30G
657
87
777
1.40 7

Exceptions 3

GnG{;7G7---dGG7
GGí.IG7GGGG
GG'¿GG7---GG7
GGÇ7GGGG7
GG{:GGGGGG
G7{::GGGGGG
7C77GG7777

0.000021 0.0000064

0.00015 0.00016

0.00031. 0.00026

0.00046 0.00026

0.0010 0.0018

0.0066 0.01L

0.070 0.059

0.17

0.39

0.48

0.49

0.49

0.50

0.55

0.75

0.79

0.85

0.92

-1.02

"1.28

7

7

7

7

7

G

7

7

7

7

7

7

G

J

G

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

4

G

7

G

7

7

G

7

7

7

G

G

G

7

7

7

7

7

G

7

G

7

7

G

7

7

7

7

7G
GG
G7
G7
7G
G7
G7
77
G7
GG
G7
GG
77
107

7G
77
7G
77
77
77

G

77
77
77

G

G

7G
47

0.17

0.35

0.39

0.38

0.51

0.35

0.51

0.1 3

0.89

0.56

1".31,

'L27

1.28

nParental origin of gene: G, tsG247;7, ARV176

b Efficiency of plating (titer at 39.5"C) + (titer at 33.SoC)

. Standard deviation based on three experiments

d 5L gene was not detected in the electropherotype
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determined tsG247 mutant to be RNA-, which denotes its inability to synthesize

genomic dsRNA. This implies that ÀC may play an important role in genome

production.

3.6 51 Gene absent in some viral progenies

The absence of SL gene segment has been observed in several non-

reassortant clones isolated from the cross-infection of tsC37 x ARV176 (data not

shown) and in the mutant tsG247 (Figure 18). It is uncertain, in the case of tsC37

and tsG247, wl:rether this particular segment is completely absent or truncated.

tsC37 itseif appeared to contain a subpopulation that either lacked the SL gene or

contains a fruncated version of the 51 gene, as evident by the faintness of the SL

band in the mutant's electropherotype (Figure 9). Moreover, of the 258 clones

screened, 30 were found to lack the 51 gene (either truncation or complete

absence) (frequency = 11.6%):15 51 mutants were generated with cross-infections

at MOI ratio 5:15 (frequency = 1L.5%), L0 were generated at the MOI ratio 15:5

(frequency = 20%), and 5 were generated at MOI ratio 5:5 (frequency = 11,.1%)-

where ratios are tsC37 to ARV176. A2 analysis indicated there is no significant

statistical association between the MOI ratios and the frequency at which these

51 mutant virai progenies are generated (p t 0.1).
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3.7 Recombinant Protein Expression in Baculovirus

Recall that tsC37 results indicate that ARV oB plays a role very similar to

MRV o3; that it associates with ARV ¡rB to form a heterohexamer complex, which

is critical for the maturation of progeny virions. The mutation in tsC37 occurred

at a significant position in the protein sequence, which led to the inhibition of

proper protein function; hence, mainly core-like structures were produced with

very little production of mature virions. Additionally, EM visualization of these

particles revealed empty structures that lacked genomic content, which may

suggest possible involvement of this structural protein with genome packaging.

Recall that MRV o3 is believed to be involved in gene assortment. Logically,

further analysis of the o'B protein function and structure necessitates the isolation

of the viral structural protein (ARV o'B), possibly at high concentrations. Hence,

the initiative to develop an expression system for recombinant protein in

Baculoviruses.

3.7.1, Entry Clone Analysis

ARV138 and tsC37 53 open reading frames with the attB recombination

sites on each end were generated by PCR. Using BP ClonaserM enzyme mix, an

overnight recombination reaction was carried out according to the

manufacturer's instructions with the PCR insert and pDONRTM vector to

generate the entry clone; the initial step toward viral recombinant protein
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expression in Sf9 cells. The entry clones were used to fransform TOP10

chemically competent E. coli, which were grown on LB agar selective medium.

Kanamycin was used as a negative selection against non-fransformed cells. Five

transformed, kanamycin resistant, colonies were picked, cultured, and the

plasmids isolated and linearized with BstX I at 50oC. The linearized plasmids

were resolved inL% agarose gel.

The expected plasmid size for pDONR + 53 ORF is approximately 3.4 kb.

From figure 19A, aII the clones appeared to harbour the correct plasmid size. As

shown in figure L9B, GEC3S3c5 appears to be of the correct size. Therefore,

plasmids from clones (GEA3S3c5 and GEt3S3c1) were isolated and the entire

ORF was sequenced to genetically determine whether the insert is correctiy

oriented in the plasmid after recombination.

Sequence analysis confirmed that indeed the entire 53 ORF from both

clones were recombined correctly into the pDONRTM vector. Additionally,

sequencing also confirmed that the mutation in tsC37 53 ORF at nucleotide

position 871. was retained (data not shown).

3.7.2 Western Blot Detection of Recombinant Protein oB

Using plasmids isolated from GBA3S3c5 and GBt3S3c1, the LR reaction

was carried out according to the manufacturer's insf¡uctions to generate the

destination clone used to transfect Sf9 cells.
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Figure 19. Entry clones resolved in 1.% agarose gel. Entry clone plasmids

containing: (A) ARV138 53 insert and (B) tsC37 53 insert. In both (A) and (B): top

most bands represent nicked, circular plasmid (refer to Mickel et nI. 1.977 for

details); middle bands indicated by the black arrow represent linearized plasmid;

bottom most bands represent supercoiled plasmid. The generation, isolation,

and restriction of entry clone plasmids were carried out as described in Materials

and Methods (sections 2.12|L and 2.12.2). Entry clones are named as follow

(acronyms are underlined): gateway entry ARV1l8/fsC37 33 clone #.
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Following manufacturer's instructions, Sf9 cells were transfected using

Cellfectin@ or LipofectaminerM2000. The transfected cells were incubated until

CPE was visible. FIowever, it was extremely difficult to observe CPE

development, so the incubation was allowed to run for approximately 9 days.

After amplification to aP2 stage, what hoped to be infected cells were harvested

and resuspended in elecfrophoresis buffer for detection of recombinant protein

production via Western blot with anti-His, anti-Reo, and anti-V5 antibodies. The

recombinant protein should have 6xHis and V5 tags on the C-terminus that the

respective antibodies would bind. The protein-bound antibodies were then

detected by horseradish peroxidase (HRP) chemical reaction. The methods

described above can be referred to in the appendix.

Two sets of Western blot analysis were carried out: whole cell and

cytoplasmic and nuclear lysates. Initial detection with anti-His antibodies on

whole cell samples showed a distinct band at approximately 60 kDa for ARV138

53 and tsC37 53 expressing Baculoviruses as well as for the negative control

(which were untransfected Sf9 cetls); strangely, there was no visible band for the

positive control vector which accompanied the expression kit, pENTR/CAT

(Invitrogen) (data not shown). This vector should exPress the LacZ gene.

Besides observing the same band size in the negative control lane, the molecular

weight of the bands was much larger than the expected 44 kDa size (the C-

terminal tag would add approximately 4 kDa to the 40 kDa proteirç oB).
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Detection by anti-V5 antibodies was completely negative for all lanes including

both controls.

For isolated cytoplasmic and nuclear samples, detection by anti-avian

reovirus polyclonal antibodies revealed poor specificity, too much cross-

reactivity. Nevertheless, a band approximately 44 kDa was observed in lane

"Bac-ARV138 53 rruc", nuclear lysate, which was not observed in either the

positive (pENTR/C AT LacZ expressing vector) or negative controls (Figure 20).

This suggests that the band observed in lane "Bac-ARV138 53 nuc" might be the

recombinant proteins. However, similar size bands were not observed in both

lanes (cytoplasmic and nuclear lysates) lransfected with vectors harbouring tsC37

53, indicating that recombinant protein expression did not occur for tsC37

transfection. Moreover, mouse anti-His and anti-V5 antibodies treated blots did

not detect any presence of recombinant proteins, suggesting that the band

observed in Figure 20 rnay possibly be cellular protein of similar molecular

weight. Lipofectamine transfected cells showed similar results that clearly

indicated no expression of recombinant proteins were produced; therefore, the

data of that experiment was not shown here. In summary, Western blot analysis

indicated that recombinant protein production did not occur, irrespective of

whether Lipofectamine or Cellfectin transfection agents were used.
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Figure 20. Anti-ARV138 polyclonal antibody treated Western blot of nuclear

(nuc) and cytoplasmic (cyto) lysates of Sf9 transfected cells. The double-headed

arrow indicates a band of approximately 44 kDa The standard molecular

weights are indicated. The samples were loaded onto 10% SDS-PAGE and ran

for approximately 1, h. Sample and Western blot preparation were carried out as

described in the Appendix (section IV).
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3.7.3 Determination of Baculovirus Production

A plaque assay was carried out to see whether viral production could be

observed. The plaque assay was done as indicated by the manufacturer. 6-well

piates were seeded with Sf9 cells at 8 x 10s cells per well, infected with 100 pl of

P2 Baculovirus stock, overlaid with Sf-900I1/agar mix, and incubated at27"C in

a sealed moist bag f.or L0 days. No plaque formation was visible even on day 10.

This suggests that viral production was inhibited. Further analysis of potential

problems will be discussed in the next section.
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P,4F{T IV I DISCUSSION

4.1 Temperature-sensitivity of. tsC37, tsC287, and. tsF206 mutants

Replication potentials of tsC37 and tsC287 at five different temperatures

(33.5oC, 37"C, 39oC,39.5oC, and 40oC) were analyzed to determine the mutants'

degree of temperature-sensitivity. From this, tsC37 was considered temperature-

sensitive at a non-permissive temperature of 40oC, where an EOP value of 0.0096

was obtained (a measure of. ts), a value well beiow the lower limit of the wild-

type strains (Figure 8). This re-confirmed a previous report which identifed

tsC37 as a ús mutant (Patrick 2001.; Patrick et al. 2001). tsC287 was found to be

more temperature-sensitive than tsC37 beginning at 39"C, with a steep decline to

an EOP value of 0.00085 at 40oC, an almost ten-fold drop compared to tsC37 at

the same temperature. The difference in temperature-sensitivity between these

two mutants (tsC37 and tsC2B4 
^uy 

be due to the type or position of the amino

acid substituted within the respective mutant. A possible explanation is

discussed in the next section. tsF206 also is a temperature-sensitive clone at

temperatures ) 37oC, where the greatest sensitivity is at 40oC with an EOP value

of 0.000025, more than a thousand-fold decrease relative to the wild-types. This

re-confirmed the previous reports that identified tsC37 and tsF206 as ts mutants

(Patrick 2001; Patrick et n\.2001)
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4.2 Ãssignment of fs Lesion in Recombination gfouP C mutants

The prototype of recombination group C (tsC37) was crossed with

ARV176 at three different MOI ratios to generate progeny clones that were

screened for reassortants. The EOP values were determined that gave rise to two

categorical groups, fs and non-fs clones (Table 5). The parental origin of each

gene segment was ascertained by direct comparisons of individual genes within

the electropherotypes of the clones, ARV176 and tsC37. fs clones shared the 53

gene segment that originated from the temperafure-sensitive parent (tsC37),

while all non-ts clones shared the same gene segment from the corresponding

wild-type sfrain ARV176. The other genes were randomly assorted with regard

to temperature- sensitivity. The map indicates that the 53 gene, which encodes

the major outer capsid protein oB, harboured the lesion. This gene was

sequenced to reveal a nucleotide change from cytosine-to-adenine at nucleotide

position 87L. This nucleotide alteration led to a proline-to-threonine substitution

at amino acid position 28L (Figure 15). Recombination studies carried out by

patrick (2001) suggested that all recombination group C mutants have their

mutations on the same gene. Therefore, sequencing of the 53 gene of tsC287 (the

other mutant in this group) was also carried out. Indeed, a single nucleotide

change was uncovered on the 53 gene of tsC287 at position 872, adiacent to that

found in tsC37. The cytosine-to-thymidine mutation gave rise to a proline-to-

leucine substitution at the same amino acid position, 281 (Figure 15).
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Considering the recombination analysis carried out by Megan Palrick (refer to

Patrick 2001), there is a good degree of certainty that the mutation giving rise to

the temperafure-sensitive phenotype observed in both mutants of recombination

gïoup C is located on the 53 gene, which is confirmed by the mapping of tsC37

and the sequencing of the gene in both mutants. In mammalian reovirus fs

group G, the mutation of prototypic member tsG453 was assigned to the 54 gene/

known to encode the homologous o3 viral protein (Mustoe et al.1978), where it

has been established to contain at least 3 missenses; Asnro à Lys, Metr¿r ) Ile;

and Gluzze ) Asp (Danis et ø1. 1992, Shing and Coombs 1996). This group of

MRV mutants makes up the second-largest group of MRV ús mutants, where at

present only tsG453 (derived from reovirus serotype 3 Dearing (T3D)) has been

examined in detail (Fields et aI. 1971.; Cross and Fields 1972; Mustoe et al. 1978;

Danis et nl. 1992, Shing and Coombs 1996; reviewed in Coombs 1998). Both

prototype mutants in ARV group C (Patrick 2001,; Patrtck et nl. 2001) and MRV

group G are able to produce genomic dsRNA designated being RNA* (Fields

and Joklik 1969; Cross and Fields 1'972).

It is of interest to note that, although the mutation in both tsC37 and

tsC287 occurred at the same amino acid position, the difference in type of amino

acid substituted there led to a significant difference in temperature-sensitivity

observed in these two mutants (Figure 8). o'B in wild-type ARVs contains a

proline at position 28L, as mentioned above, which is a non-polar, hydrophobic

amino acid. Proline has a distinctive cyclic structure with the secondary amino
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(imino) group held in a úgid conformation that reduces the sfructural flexibility

of polypeptide region within the protein. Given this characteristic, prolines are

known as helix-breaking residues, because they are unlikely to be found in

alpha-helical regions of proteins. In o'8, Prozsr is located within a junction

connecting a region of helices in the small lobe to the B-sheets in the large lobe.

In tsC37, Prozsr is substituted with threonine; from a non-polar, hydrophobic

residue to a polar, hydrophilic residue, its almost complete opposite in terms of

generic biochemical characteristics. On the other hand, tsC287 has leucine

substituted for PÍozst, which happens to also be a non-polar, hydrophobic amino

acid that belongs in the same family of amino acids as proline. One might expect

tsC287 to be less temperature-sensitive than tsC37, since leucine falls within the

same generic group as proline. However, the opposite is true; tsC2B7 is more

temperature-sensitive than tsC37, suggesting that perhaps the presence of a

hydrophilic residue at position 281, would provide greater stability to the

protein's overall sfructure.

Sequence alignment of homologous major outer capsid proteins in

orthoreoviruses and orbivirus indicated that proline at position 281 (ARV),284

(MRV and Ndelle virus), 275 (Nelson Bay virus),304 (baboon reovirus), and 348

(bluetongue virus) are highly conserved, suggesting underlying structural

importance (Figure 15). Furthermore, sequence alignment revealed that ARV oB

shares only 15% identity (61% of conserved residues within the small lobe) with

MRV o'3. The low values of homology between the outer capsid proteins of these
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two species comes as no surprise, since the location of these major outer capsid

proteins and their relative substructures (small and large lobes) are located on

the external surface of the virion, thus involved in significant roles in virus

infection specificity.

Since crystal structures of ARV proteins are currently unavailable,

speculations on probable molecular effects due to the mutations determined in

ARV recombination group C mutants are inferred from analysis of homologous

MRV p,1./ o3 heterohexameric (Figure 21,, A) and o3-o3 dimeric crystal structures.

As previously mentioned, MRV o3 can be subdivided into two sections:

the sma1l lobe (with residues 1-90 and 287-336, and a CCHC zinc-binding motif)

and the large lobe (residues 91.-286 and 337-365). The large lobe contains several

extended loops, which may provide the sites for the proteolytic cleavages that

start the disassembly process during reovirus entry (Olland 2001). The large lobe

faces the virion surface; the small lobe mediates most contacts to pL.

4.3 Pafticle Distributions in tsC37 infection via EM quantification

The missense mutation is located in the large lobe of o'8, but also rather

centrally in the overall structure of the protein (Figure 21,, C). The mutation is

believed to cause a change or disruption in the structural composition of the

protein that inhibits the proper function of oB, hypothesized to affect the later

assembly process of viral replication. Preliminary EM results, looking at the
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Figure 2L. Locations oÍ tsC37 oB mutations in MRV ¡r1-o3 heterohexameric

crystal sfructure (PDB # UMU). The mutation is indicated as a red sphere in all

three panels. (A) Side view of a plso'3s complex in cartoon format. The ¡r1

trimers are shown in white with one subunit coioured by domain (domain I,

yellow; domain II, purple; domain III, light blue; domain IV, ruby). The o3

subunits are shown in wheat with one subunit coloured as: large lobe, blue;

small lobe, green. tsC37 Prozsr ) Thr and tsC287 Prozst ) Leu amino acid

mutation shown in red spheres. (B) A single ¡r1-o3 subunit as seen in A. (C)

"Exploded" view of one o3 subunit as seen in B with indicated mutation. Images

created with PyMOL (Del-ano 2004).
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proportions of particle-type produced and general structural composition of the

particles at non-permissive temperatures by tsC37, supports this hypothesis

(Figure 16). QMs monolayers were infected with tsC37 and ARVL38 at MOI of 5

PFU/cell and incubated at permissive and nonpermissive temperatures, fixed in

2% paraformaldehy de, airfuged directly onto formvar-coated, carbon-stabllized

400-mesh copper grids; and stained with phosphotungstic acid and visualized

under EM.

tsC37 was found to produce mainly core-like structures at non-permissive

temperature (Figure 22, B), suggesting the inability of oB to interact with pB to

form the pB-oB heterohexameric complex essential for assembly of outer capsids

around nascent cores. Moreover, these preliminary EM data implicate the

necessity for o'B association to the correct conformation of prB (something also

observed in MRV studies), thereby allowing the formation of the outer capsid

onto nascent cores. Furthermore, it can be extrapolated that the association of pB

and oB to cores are in the form of a heterohexameric complex and not as

independent proteins, which supports a recent report made by studies from

Benavente's laboratory (Tourís-Otero et ø1. 2004a) and that observed in MRV

where the co-expression of o'3 is required for ¡r1 folding and trimerization

(Chandran et ø1. 1999). Additionally, the majority of particles produced at the

restrictive temperafures by tsC37 were observed to lack genomic content.

Studies with MRV have associated o3 to having a possible role in viral genome
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Figure 22. Electron micrograph of major particles produced during tsC37 and

ARV138 infections (A) tsC37 top component, defective particle with double

protein shell that lacks genomic RNA, produced at permissive temperature

(33.5"C), (B) tsC37 corelike particle produced at resfrictive temperature (40oC).,

(C) ARV138 Outer shell, (D) ARV138 whole virion, (E) ARV138 core. Black bar

represents 100 nm. Samples were fixed with paraformaldehyde, airfuged

directly onto formvar-coated, carbon-stablllzed 400-mesh copper grids, stained

with phosphotungstic acid, viewed with TEM at a scanning magnification of

30,000X and images recorded at a magnification of 200,000X.
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assortment (Antczak and Joklik 1992). Thus, the preliminary EM results suggest

ARV oB may play a significant role in genome packaging.

Not surprisingly, infectivity, expressed as particle/PFU ratto, declines

from permissive (68:1) to nonpermissive (627:1) for ßC37 (Table 6). This

indicates that infectious virion production at the restrictive temperature is

greatly hindered in tsC37 by the mutation on oB, and also affects the degree of

infectivity of the virus population as a whole.

Likewise, MRV tsG453 also produced mainly core-like particles at non-

permissive temperature (Fields et ø1, 197'J.; Morgan and Zweerink 1974; Danis ef

ø1.1992) because of the inability for the mutant o3 protein to interact with ¡r1 to

form the heterohexameric complex (Shing and Coombs 1996). The mutation at

amino acid position 16 in MRV tsG453 alone was found to be sufficient to

prevent o3-¡1L interaction (Bergeron et aI. 1998), thus it was not surprising to

uncover that the lone mutation in ARV tsC37 could disrupt the oB-pB

heterohexamer. Moreover, it was reported that MRV tsG453 had approximately

a 20o/o reduction in protein synthesis (Fields et ø1. 1972; Danis et al. 1992; Shing

and Coombs 1996) and RNA (Cross and Fields 1972) at the nonpermissive

temperature. Similarly, preliminary data on protein production in ARV ts

mutants in recombination group C (tsC37 and tsC2ïf suggested a reduction in

protein production relative to ARVL38 wild-type (Patrick and Coombs

unpublished data, Figure 23).
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Figure 23. Total protein production of ARV138, ARV176, tsC37, and tsC287 at

nonpermissive temperature (39.5"C) (Megan Patrick and Kevin Coombs

unpublished data). Positions and identities of genomic and protein classes (L, V,

o) are labelled.
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Each o3 contacts two pL subunits within each trimer (Liemann et a\.2002).

Assuming that ARV oB and MRV o'3 proteins are folded similarly, amino acids at

the following positions on 2 p,B proteins are located in the closest proximity to

ARV Prozarf Thre¿o in one adjacent pB and Ser¿zs / Alaazø in the other adjacent ¡rB

(Figure 24). All three amino acids are positioned in Domain IV of ¡rB. Thrs¿o is

located on a loop at the tip of the long B-hairpins, which are believed to interact

with the large and small lobes of two different o'B proteins. FIence, a mutation at

Prozsr could disrupt possible interactions with 2 ¡rB proteins, thereby preventing

proper association of oB with pB to form the important heterohexameric complex

(Figure 25).

Additionally, aside from its associating role with prL, o'3 has a regulatory

function during infection that involves its ability to bind dsRNA (Huismans and

Joklik 1976; Schiff et ø1. 1988; Liemann et aI. 2002), thereby preventing activation

of the interferon-induced inhibitory protein kinase (PKR) (Liemann et n\.2002).

PKR is considered as one of the main antiviral mechanisms induced by interferon

and is believed to be the main intracellular factor interfering with reovirus

multiplication (Wiebe and Joklik 1975; Miyamoto and Samuel 1980; Gupta et aI.

1,982; DeBenedetti et øL 1985). The dimer appears to be the prevalent form in

solution, and is proposed to be the significant species that binds dsRNA (Olland

et nl. 2001,; Liemann et nl. 2002). There is significant overlap of the o'3 residues

that contact prL in the complex with those that stabilize the o'3 dimer (Olland et ø1.

2001.; Liemann et al. 2002). Therefore, the disruption of the heterhexamer
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Figure 24. Location of residues in two ARV pB that are hypothesized to interact

with proline at position 281 in one oB subunits in MRV p1-o'3 heterohexameric

crystal structure (PDB # UMU). (A) Hypothesized interacting residues are

shown in spheres with position and location indicated. Pink helices and blue

sheet in Domain III and green sheet in Domain IV represent regions in pL subunit

believed to be responsible for interaction with o3 in MRV pL-o3 heterohexameric

(Liemann 2002). (B) Top view of same slructure shown in (A), with much of

large lobe removed to aliow better view of the indicated residues. Thrg¿o in

LrBsiru''a r and AIa+zo and Ser+zs in Strand 2 are situated closest to the mutation at

position 281. tn oB. Images created with PyMOL (Del-ano 2004).
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Figure 25. Proposed avian reovirus assembly step blocked by ARV fsC3Z

tsC287, and MRV tsG453 mutation. X represents the step of blockage. MRV

equivalent proteins are indicated in parentheses. At restrictive temperature,

ARV fsC37, tsC287, and MRV tsG453 are unable to form the pB-oB/p"L-o3

heterohexameric complex, thereby preventing formation of outer capsid protein

shell on nascent core.
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complex due to the mutation in tsC37 oB may in turn affect its ability to form

dimers as well. Normally, the formation of a ¡rLao3a complex competes with o3

dimerization (Tillotson and Shatkin 1992; Liemann et ø1. 2002), and o3 dimers

may be disrupted at a sufficient pL concentration in favor of the heterohexamer

(Olland et a\.2001,; Liemann et aL 2002). This competition may be part of the

mechanism whereby ¡,1L counteracts the effects of o3 on PKR activation and

translation (Tillotson and Shatkin 1992; Liemann et ø1. 2002). Studies found the

MRV tsG453 mutant to be resistant to the effect of interferon at restrictive

temperature, providing further evidence for the importance of o3 (ARV oB) in

PKR regulation.

It is possible to conjecture that the conformational change due to the

mutation at ARV amino acid position 28L in oB may affect the ability of this

protein (positively or negatively) to either dimerize or bind dsRNA as observed

in MRV tsG453. Studies found the MRV tsG453 mutant to be resistant to the

effect of interferon at restrictive temperature, providing further evidence for the

importance of o3 (ARV oB) in PKR regulation. Paradoxically, tsG453 mutant

MRV o3 protein exhibited an increased dsRNA binding and an altered

subcellular distribution (Bergeron et aL 1998). The synthesis of viral proteins in

MRV tsG413-infected celis was found to be resistant to interferon when

compared to the sensitivity in cells infected with the wild-type virus. This

further supports the idea that the dsRNA binding activity of o3 can act as a

major determinant in reovirus resistance to interferon. The difference in
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interferon sensitivity between wild-type and MRV tsG453 virus was also found

to be mostly abolished when infections were carried out with infectious subviral

particles (Bergeron et al. 1998). The fact that ISVPs have a reduced interferon

resistance suggests that viral proteins from infecting virions can play a key role

in translational regulation at early stages of viral infection (Bergeron et ø1.1998).

Since infection by ISVPs, lacking o3, is believed to be the main route of natural

reovirus infection at mucosal surfaces (Amerongen et aI. 1994), studies have

raised the possibility that interferon can play a greater role in the control of

reovirus infection in this context.

Various works have demonstrated the correlation between dsRNA

binding and the ability of o3 to stimulate translation via PKR inhibition. It

appears that a conformational change exerted by amino acid substitutions within

the zinc finger or surrounding this motif of the protein is responsible for the

stimulatory effect on dsRNA binding activity (Bergeron et ø1.1998). Whether the

mutation found in ARV tsC37 or tsC287 oB protein has a similar affect on dsRNA

binding or dimerization remains to be determined. However, assuming that

ARV and MRV o proteins are folded similarly, ARV Prozsr (MRV Prozs+) is

situated relatively near residue ARV Hiszzo (MRV Asnzze), one of many residues

deemed important in oB dimerization (Figure 26). Hence, slight conformational

change may inhibit proper association of this residue with the other oB protein,

thereby weakening dimer formation-leading to disruption of dsRNA binding

ability of this protein. However, there is a question whether disruption of only a
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Figure 26. Position of tsC37 and tsC2|Z mutation in ARV o'B dimer as seen in

MRV o3-o3 dimer crystal structure (PDB # 1FN9). UPPER panel: spheres

represent recombination group C mutation in o'B and one amino acid region

(276-279) believed involved in stabilizing the dimer sfructure (Olland 2001). Pink

sphere represents Asrtzzg, which is situated closest to the mutation represented in

red sphere. LOWER panel shows enlarged view of boxed residues shown in

upper panel. Images created with PyMOL (DeI-ano 2004).
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small patch of residues responsible for dimerization will lead to actual inhibition

of dimer formation/dsRNA-binding or, in the case of MRV tsG453, enhance

dsRNA binding. Hence, further investigation into this property of o'B is

necessary to fully understand the significance of the mutational effects on the

multifunctionality of oB in avian reovirus replication and pathogenesis.

4.4 Assignment of ús LesionintsF206 mutants

tsF206 cross-inJection with ARVL76, selection and amplification of

progeny clones to the Pz stage, and electropherotype profile resolution were

carried out by Trina Racine (a former undergraduate Honours student). The

cross-infection was done at MOI ratios of 2:8,8:2, and 5:5 PFU per cell of tsF206

to ARV176. After inclusion of tsF206 into this study, EOP determination was

carried out for each clone, ARV176, and tsF206, from which the reassortants were

divided into two groups, fs or non-ús. The parental origin of the reassortant

electropherotype profiles were re-confirmed or changed accordingly. Five

additional clones were screened from which the electropherotypes and EOP

values were determined to facilitate the mapping oÍ tsF206.

tsF206 was mapped to the 54 gene, which encodes for the nonstructural

protein oNS. Simllar|y, MRV tsE320 was mapPed to the 53 gene/ which in MRV

encodes for oNS (Ramig et nl.1978; Becker et ø1. 2001), from which information

could be extrapolated Íor tsF206. MRV 53 of tsE320 was sequenced to discover
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an amino acid substitution Metzoo ) Thr (Wiener and Joklik 1987), which led to

reduce production of ssRNA and protein (Cross and Fields1972),low levels of

dsRNA synthesis (Cross and Fields 1972), and few viral inclusions were formed

(Cross and Fields 1972; Becker et aL 2001) at the restrictive temperature. Recall

that MRV oNS (like ARV oNS) associates with prNS during viral inclusion

formation. It is yet uncertain whether the defect observed in ARV tsF206 will

lead to a similar disruption of protein function as seen in MRV tsE320; however,

something quite similar is expected to be observed since oNS in both MRV and

ARV play very similar, if not the same, functions in reovirus pathogenesis.

4.5 Assignment of ús LesionintsG2AT mutants

A cross-infection of tsG247 x ARV176, selection and amplification of

progeny clones to the Pz stage, and elecfropherotype profile resolution were

carried out by Alex Selaghi (a former undergraduate Honours sfudent). After

inclusion of tsG247 into this sfudy, EOP determination was carried out for each

clone, ARVL76, and tsG247, which permitted the division of the reassortants to fs

or non-fs categories. The electropherofype and EOP of an additional clone was

obtained to facilitate the completion oÍ tsG247 map. The parental origin of the

reassortant electropherotype profiles were re-confirmed or changed accordingly.

tsG247 temperature-sensitive lesion was mapped

encodes for the core spike protein ÀC. Presently, only

to

the

the L3 gene, which

S-genes of ARVL38
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have been fully sequenced; therefore, the specific nucleotide and amino acid

change for tsG247 could not be determined via sequencing at the present time.

Flowever, extrapolations can be made from studies carried out on MRV tsB352,

which was mapped to tl;reL2 homolog (Mustoe et nl. 1978). Similar to ARV tsC37

and MRV tsG453, MRV tsB352 produces mainly corelike particles, which

suggests that the defect in MRV À2 prevents association of the outer capsid

proteins onto nascent cores. It remains to be seen whether the defect in ARV

tsG247 exhibits a similar disruption in the viral protein's functional role in avian

reovirus pathogenesis.

4.6 51, Gene Phenomena

The absence of SL gene segment has been observed in several non-

reassortant clones isolated from the cross-infection of ßC37 x ARVL76 (data not

shown) and in the mutant tsG247 (Figure 18). It is uncertain, in the case of tsC37

and tsG24Z whether this particular segment is completely absent or truncated

(aiso known as subgenomic segment), similar to what had been previously

reported by Ni (1,994) and Xu (2004). It is equally uncertain why this occurs.

Absence of the 51 gene does not appear to affect the virus' ability to infect and

replicate (Xu 200a). However, it had been suggested that the presence of the

subgenomic segments is MOl-dependent. Infectivity assays, conducted with

serially diluted progeny from a cross-infection of strain 883 x 8L-5, revealed the
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in-fectious titers increased in parallel to the increase of the dilution factor (Ni

1.994), which further supported the proposal that these subgenomic segments are

defective interfering RNAs directly responsible for competing or interfering with

the 51 genome segment during replication andf or packaging (Ni 1994).

However, Xu's studies reported that cross-infection with tsB31 and

ARV176 generated a subset of progenies that were SL deletion mutant (Xu 200a)

-these 51 deletion mutants were found to be either norueassortant or

reassortant-while the parental strains were observed to contain the full L0

genomic segments. In contrast, tsC37 itself appeared to contain a subpopulation

that either lacked the 51 gene or contains a truncated version of the 51 gene, as

evident by the faintness of the 51 band in the mutant's elecfropherotype (Figure

9). Moreover, of the 258 ciones screened, 30 were found to lack the 51 gene

(either truncation or complete absence) (frequency :11..6%): 15 51 mutants were

generated with cross-infections at MOI ratio 5:15 (frequency = 11.5%),10 were

generated at the MOI ratio L5:5 (frequency = 20%), and 5 were generated at MOI

ratio 5:5 (frequency :11..1.%)-where ratios arc tsC37 to ARV176. An initial

consideration may be the association between the MOI ratios and frequencies at

which these 51 mutants are generated. Flowever, a quick y2 calculation indicated

that there is no statistical association between these two factors (p > 0,1). This

would suggest that the generation of these SL mutants in the co-infection is

independent of the mutant-to-wild-type MOI ratio. Furthermore, these SL

mutants were all non-reassortants, with an eleclropherotype representative of its
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tsC37 parent, unlike the observations reported for the tsB3151 deletion mutants.

The 51 deletion mutants observed in tsB3L x ARV176 infections appeared to be

generated or amplified during inJection-since the original parentals contained

alt 10 dsRNA genomic segments. Previous studies proposed that these

subgenomic segments are replicated and not generated de noao (Ni 1994). It

remains to be determined whether these SL mutants from tsC37 cross-infections

are deletion mutants similar to those isolated from t]ne tsB31 studies, where it

was reported that sequences encoding the p17 protein was completely deleted

and partial deletions in the ORFs encoding p10 and oC (Xu 2004).

4.7 Recombinant Protein Expression in Baculovirus

There have been recurring problems with the development of an

expression system for viral recombinant proteins with regards to this study. The

initial development of an entry clone using Invitrogen's Gateway technology was

obtainable; however, once the entry clone was recombined with BaculoDirectrM

Linear destination vector and transfected into Sf9 cells, no indication of

expression ancl recombinant protein production was seen via Western blot

analysis. The recombinant protein is expected to have a molecular weight of

approximately 44 kDa (40 kDa protein + 4 kDa tag). The recombinant protein

was designed to contain a 6xlHis/Y5 fusion tag. The V5 tag is a L4 amino acid
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epitope derived from the P and V proteins of tl're paramyxovirus, SVS (Southern

et ø1.1,991).

As expected, there were high levels of cross-reactivity when polyclonal

rabbit anti-ARVL38 antibodies were used for detection of recombinant protein in

cytoplasmic and nuclear lysates. Nevertheless, a band approximately 44 kDa

was observed in lane "Bac-ARV138 53 nuc", nuclear lysate, which was not

observed in either the positive or negative controls (Figure 20). This suggests

that these two bands observed in lanes "Bac-ARVL38 53 nuc" might be the

recombinant proteins. However, similar size bands were not observed in both

lanes (cytoplasmic and nuclear lysates) transfected with vectors harbouring tsC37

53, indicating that recombinant protein expression did not occur for tsC37

transfection. Moreover, mouse anti-His and anti-V5 antibodies treated blots did

not detect any presence of recombinant proteins, suggesting that the band

observed in figure 20 may possibly be cellular protein of similar molecular

weight that is cross-reactive.

Nevertheless, it would not be unexpected to detect recombinant protein

oB concentrations in the nucleus. Other studies have reported to detect

expressed MRV o3 in the nucleus of. Spodopterø frugiperdø clone 21, Ff2Ð insect

cells (Jané-Valbuena et nL 1999) and HeLa cells (Yue and Shatkin 1,996). The

nuclear presence of o3 appears rather surprising considering that reovirus

multiplication does not appear to involve the nucleus (Follet et øL 1975; Zarbl and

Millward 1983), despite some studies having indicated morphological alterations
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of the nucleus in infected cells (ChaIy et al.1980). The dsRNA-binding activity of

the protein was held responsible for this subcellular distribution (Yue and

Shatkin 1996). It should be mentioned that other dsRNA-binding proteins, such

as the cellular PKR (RNA-dependent protein kinase) or the E3L protein of

vaccinia virus (a DNA virus replicating in the cytoplasm of infected cells), were

also shown to be partly localized to the nucleus (Yuwen et nl. 1993; JefÍrey et al.

1ee5).
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P"ERTV I FUTURESTUDIES

Despite recent increase in molecular interest and work in avian

orthoreoviruses (Hsiao et nL 2002; GonziâLez-López et nL.2003; Shmulevitz et aL

2004; Tourís-Otero et nL 2004; Xu et aL 2004; Costas et nl. 2005; Liu et al' 2005;

Tourís-Otero et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2005), much remains to be

understood about this species. Further analysis of these novel ARV fs mutants

would certainly facilitate progress toward understanding this virus grouP.

As part of the progression in the characterization of tsG247, the sequence

for the wild-type ARVL38 L3 gene should be determined, which would then

allow for the sequencing of the mutant 13 gene. The determination of the

specific nucleotide and amino acid substitutiory and its location, could help

answer questions such as how the mutation affects the protein conformation and

whether the mutation is located at a site significant for association with the outer

capsid proteins.

In addition to sequencing the 54 gene in tsF206 to determine the exact

mutational substitution, thin-section analysis of infected cells via electron

microscopy would be a logical next step to determine whether viral inclusion

body formation is affected by the mutation in oNS. Recall that ARV o"NS plays a

significant role in facilitating viral inclusion formations via its association with

ARV pNS.
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Despite sharing a mutation at the same amino acid position, tsC37 and

tsC287 exhibit different degrees of temperature-sensitivity as mentioned above,

which suggests that the different amino acids substituted at Prozsl result in

different effects. Therefore, it would be a logical step to determine the

proportions of particle-types produced by tsC287 at restrictive temperature and

compare that to the prototype tsC37. It would not be surprising, however, if the

majority of the particles produced turned out to be core-like sfructures similar to

tsC37, since the mutation does occur at the same amino acid position. Although

it would be most interesting if the particle disfribution for tsC287 turned out to

be different to that observed in tsC37, especially regarding the presence or

absence of genome content. Recall that tsC37 produced corelike structures,

which lacked genome.

Further confirmation of the maps attained for these fs mutants would

require expression of complement wild-type viral proteins that would

compensate for the mutations exhibited by each fs mutants at non-permissive

temperatures. One would expect a fs mutant infection of cell lines expressing

wild-type viral proteins compensatory to the mutation would rescue the growth

of these mutants to wild-type levels. This would confirm the accuracy of the

mapping results. Quail fibrosarcoma cells (QMs) are currently used for virus

infections. Therefore, expression of viral proteins in this cell line would be a

necessary future step in order to conduct the aforementioned complementation

assays.
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Protease sensitivity of MRV o'3 has been associated with specific

conformation of the large lobe (Olland 2001). In ARV recombination group C

(prototypic member tsC37), the mutation lies within the large lobe. This raises

the question of whether the conformational alteration of the protein due to the

mutation would lead to a change in protease sensitivity of ARV oB or perhaps a

change in protease cleavage sites, Determination of specific protease cleavage in

MRV o3 has been undertaken (Mendez et al. 2003; Hadzisejdió 2005). A similar

approach can be carried out to determine specific sites of protease cleavage in

wild-type ARV oB, which can then be extended to its mutant counterpart

isolated from tsC37. A comparison of such analyses would allow for the

understanding of how, if. any, affects the conformational change in the mutant

protein may have on cleavage sites and protease sensitivity.

Both avian and mammalian reoviruses assemble progeny virion in dense

structures known as inclusion bodies observed in the cytoplasm of infected cells.

o3 in MRV is known to associate with the non-structural proteins ¡,rNS and oNS

in these inclusion bodies (Becker et al. 2003). Thus, it would be of interest to

caffy out thin section EM analysis of tsC37 infected cells to determine whether

inclusion body formation is affected by the mutation, which would lead to

suggest that oB plays a significant role in the formation of inclusion bodies along

with the nonstructural proteins. On the other hand, another possible angle of

attack here would be to examine whether the as yet unknown signal required for

the recruitment of this major outer capsid protein to inclusion bodies rely solely
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on specific amino acid sequences or does this involve conformational aspects as

well, to which the mutant protein may be useful in this case.

Recali that MRV o'3 plays a significant role in inhibiting PKR function

during early stages of viral replication due to its ability to bind dsRNA, whose

presence activates the PKR signalling pathway-and ARV oB is speculated to

play a similar role. Presently, it remains to be determined with certainty whether

the increased dsRNA binding or lack of interaction with p1 is responsible for this

increased interferon resistance of MRV tsG453 virus. However, a better affinity

of o3 for dsRNA could certainly increase its ability to inhibit PKR, especially

considering that a previous report has established this affinity to be at least 50-

fold lower than that of PKR (Yue and Shatkin 1997). Therefore, it wouid be of

interest to determine whether the mutation in recombination group C mutants

(tsC37 and tsC2|f would enhance or inhibit this protein's ability to bind dsRNA

and inhibit the PKR signalling pathway-assuming its functional characteristic is

similar to its MRV counterpart. A possible approach would be to co-precipitate

the mutant protein with dsRNA. If the two molecular structures do co-

precipitate then this would indicate that the mutation has no effect on the

protein's ability to bind dsRNA.

The ability for oB to bind dsRNA relates to its ability to form dimers in

solution. It is in this dimer conformation that permits the structural protein to

bind to dsRNA, whereby the disruption of the dimer (either by mutation or

association with ¡rB) would lead to loss in dsRNA binding. In relation to its
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ability to affect the PKR signalling pathway, it also would be interesting to prove

whether tsC37 or tsC287 oB protein maintains its ability to form dimers despite

the presence of the mutation. Since residues associated with dsRNA-binding

have been speculated to be scattered along the side of the protein and overlap

with regions important in p1 (ARV pB) association (Olland 2001.; Liemarn et ø1.

2002), the determination whether conformational change due to the mutation in

tsC37 would affect the protein's ability to dimerize would emphasize the

importance of conJormation in this protein's functional abilities. The yeast two-

hybrid system can be used here to observe whether the mutation in o'3 has any

affect on the protein's ability to interact with each other in forming dimers.

The abovementioned studies could be achieved once an expressing cell

line is developed. A Baculovirus expression system that expresses a recombinant

mutant protein (using that encoded by the 53 from tsC37 as template) would

allow for the dirnerization studies and dsRNA-binding assays, which would

relate structure to function. Additionally, the expression of wild-type

complement protein, which should be done prior to the mutation studies, would

confirm or negate the speculations that ARV o'B proteins do indeed bind dsRNA

and form dimers, as have been seen in MRV. More importantly, co-expression of

pB and oB wild-types could answer the question whether the association of these

two proteins would inhibit oB's ability to bind dsRNA - something that has only

been indirectly conjectured from MRV studies.
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Crystallographic structural analysis of the mutant protein would provide

insight into the actual conformational change due to the mutation. This may

provide further observation to specific residues involved in dimerization and

dsRNA binding, and how the spatial alteration inhibits interacting residues or

create new ones. Additionally, a crystal structure of the avian reovirus pB-oB

heterohexamer would be insightful to the understanding of how these two

proteins interact in context of the avian reovirus system. So far, a lot of what is

known about avian reoviruses is indirect references from MRV studies.

Ffowever, as avian reovirus research progresses, significant differences are being

uncovered between MRV and ARV, both in virus structure (Zhang et ø1. 2005)

and in biological aspects, F{owever, if the crystal structure of the mutant protein

is to be attained, then a different expression system to the ones already

mentioned must be developed. Baculovirus expression cannot be used in this

case, since the fs phenotype is exhibited at 40oC and baculovirus host cells (Sf9)

are capable of growing only around 27oC. A possible system to use would be a

bacterial one such as E. coli, which are capable of growing at the restrictive

temperature. Additionally, high expression of the recombinant proteins can

often be obtained in bacterial expression systems.

Moreover, purified recombinant proteins from a Baculovirus expression

system would be useful for the generation of monoclonal antibodies in animal

models such as mice. Currently, only polyclonal avian reovirus antibodies are

available in the laboratory, which proved to have a high degree of cross-
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reactivity when used in Western blot analysis. As a result, studies which

involved immunoprecipitation or others requiring Ab-binding specificity would

entail the development of monoclonal Abs. Additionally, this would allow for

epitope mapping of Ab-binding sites on individual viral proteins if such areas

were of interest.

More importantly, recombinant outer capsid structural proteins (oB and

¡rB) could allow for re-coating experiments to be carried out on avian reoviruses,

similar to that undertaken for MRV. Another very interesting aspect that arises

from such re-coating experiments is the idea of carrying out various

combinations of MRV and ARV outer capsid structural proteins (MRV ¡r1 + ARV

o'B or MRV o'3 + pB) on either mammalian reovirus cores or avian reovirus cores.

Several questions arise from this: (1) how well do MRV and ARV structural

proteins associate with each other, if at all, (2) would there be a difference in

virion morphology; (3) how does this affect the chimera virus' ability to infect

L929 cells (common cell line used for MRV infection) or QMS (cell line used in

ARV infections); and (a) how does this affect the generation of ISVPs from a

chimera virus? Recail that the cleavage of oB/o3 is necessary for the early stages

of viral infection. Thus, it is questionable whether the association of an ARV o'B

with MRV pr1 (and vice versa) would lead to a different state of conformation

that may affect or alter protease sensitivity of o'8, or change the site of cleavage.

Additionally, the MRV and ARV outer capsid protein combinations can be
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carried out with yeast two-hybrid system to analyse whether proteins from these

two species of orthoreoviruses can at all interact.

Furthermore, determination of specific residues involved in dsRNA-

binding, ¡rB association, dimer formation, and proteolytic cleavage can be

studied using site-directed mutagenesis.

Therefore, immediate work to develop an in oitro expression system for

recombinant viral proteins is necessary towards further understanding the

functional properties of individual ARV proteins and its role in specific steps in

the viral replication cycle. Current effort to develop such an expression system,

in this case a Baculovirus system, has not been very promising. As previously

mentioned, Western blot analysis suggested there is failure in expression from

the promoter in the destination vectors, which have been transfected into Sf9

insect cells; no recombinant protein production was detected. Additionally,

attempts to detect viral production via plaque assays also turned up negative (i.e.

no plaques were observable).

Thus, the logical next step would be to determine where and at what stage

the problem of expression arises. Several immediate questions should be

addressed: (1) did recombination occur to generate a destination vector, (2) did

the recombination process disrupt some crucial area in the vector or insert

necessary for expression of the protein (although the recombination reaction

should be specific to øttL and øffR recombination sites, it would be of interest to
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confirm this at this stage), (3) are there problems regarding the virus' ability to

infect the Sf9 cells currently being used in this study.

To answer question (1), PCR will be carried out directly on the LR

recombination reaction samples, followed by sequencing to uncover whether

recombination did occur. This also will provide an explanation to question (2)

on whether the recombination process may have disrupted significant areas in

the vector or insert necessary for expression. With regards to (3), wild-type

baculovirus stocks will be titered using Sf9 cells. This will resolve whether the

lack of visual plaques is due to the virus' inability to infect or replicate in the Sf9

stocks currently employed.

Currently, only six of the seven recombination groups have been mapped

(Figure 27). The complete characterization of the available panel of ARV ts

mutants (which covers 7 of. the L0 genomic segments) would greatly facilitate the

understanding of avian reovirus assembly and replication mechanisms.

Moreover, fs mutants can be used to shed light into functional-structural

relations of the respective proteins. Studies on MRV certainly provide insight

into possible comparable mechanisms in ARV and are a good starting point for

investigation. FIowever, as ongoing work begins to unravel the mysteries of

ARV pathogenesis, it will be more than likely that possible novel mechanisms

shall be unraveled that has not been seen in MRV-the ability to promote

syncytia is only the beginning to decipher the differences between two species

that are so similar yet vastly different.
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Figure 27. Proposed steps in avian reovirus assembly blocked by mutations in

ARV fsA12, tsB31, tsC37, tsC287, tsD46 (Patrick et al. 2001; Xu et nl. 2004; Xu et ø1.

2005), tsF206, and tsG24Z mutants. X represents the step of blockage. The

salmon coloured background represents cellular cytoplasmic space. The lower

pink backgÍound represents viral inclusion where assembly is believed to occur.

The ARV replication mechanism has been simplified to clearly highlight the

specific steps affected by the mutations.
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Past and present work with fs mutants stress the importance of these

agents for the study of virai proteins in Reoairidae. In the absence of an adequate

reverse-genetics system, the fs mutants currentiy represent the best tool to

delineate mechanistic stages of the viral replication and assembly cycle.
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APPENDIX

I. Construction of Gateway@ Destination vectors

I-i. Performing LR Recombination Reaction

LR reaction was carried out according to manufacturer's instructions. 50

ng of isolated donor vector was added to 150 ng of BaculoDirectrM Linear DNA

(Invitrogen) (150 ngf rcaction), TE Buffer (pH 8.0) (1 mM EDTA and L0 mM Tris-

HCÐ, and LR ClonaserM errzyrrre mix (Invitrogen). The reaction was incubated at

25oC overnight. Proteinase K was added to each reaction and incubated at37oC

for L0 minutes. This generated the destination vectors.

I-ii. Transfection of Destination Vectors into Sf9 Cells

Initially, transfection was carried out according to the manufacturer's

insfructions, but some modifications were later made when initial transfections

did not give results. In a 6-well plate, 8 x LOs cells of Sf9 were seeded per well

and allowed to adhere for L h at27oC. Two transfection mixtures were prepared:

Mixture A contained 5 prl of LR recombination reaction product and 100 ¡rl of

unsupplemented Grace's Insect Medium (Invifrogen), Mixture B contained 6 pl

of Cellfectin@ Reagent (Invitrogen) and 100 ¡r1 of unsupplemented Grace's Insect

Medium. Mixture A and B were combined and incubated at room temperature

Íor 45 minutes. Next, 800 ¡rl of unsupplemented Grace's Insect Medium was
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aclded to the transfection mix. Maintenance medium from the cells was

removed, and the cells were washed with fresh unsupplemented Grace's Insect

Medium. This washed medium was removed. The entire transfection mix was

added and the cells were incubated at 27oC for 5 h (during second attempt,

modified to 24 h); after which the transfection mixture was removed and 2 mt oÍ

SF-900 II SFM (Invitrogen) was added with 100 Vg/nú ganciclovir. The plates

were placed in a sealed plastic bag with moist paper towels and incubated for

moïe than 96 hat27oC, until CPE was observed.

LipofectaminerM 2000 (Invifrogen) was also tested in-place of cellfectin.

The fransfection procedure was followed as instructed by the manufacturcr. 2 ¡:.g

of LR recombination reaction and LipofectaminerM 2000 was diluted in 50 ¡rl each

of unsupplemented Grace's Insect Medium, incubated for 5 minutes at room

temperature, combined together, incubated mixture at room temperature for 20

minutes, added mixture to cells containing 2 ml of. Sf-900 II SFM medium, and

incubated in a sealed plastic bag with moist paper towels at 27"C for more than

96 h, until CPE was observed.

lI. Baculovirus Stock and Amplification

Sf9 cells were seeded at 8.5 x 10s cells per well in 6-well plates and

incubated at 27oC for L h to allow cell attachment. Maintenance media was

removed, viral P1 stock was added at MOI 5, and adsorbed for t h at 27oC with
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10 minute rocking intervals. After adsorption, fresh 1X SF-900 II SFM (Gibco

BRL) supplemented with antibiotics, as mentioned above, and 100 pg/nú

Ganciclovir. Ganciclovir was added on-ly for the generation of P1 and P2 stocks.

The infection was incubated for 96 h until CPE was observed, after which the

medium was transferred to sterile snap-cap tubes, centrifuged for 3400 rpm for 5

minutes, and the virus-containing supernatant, supplemented witln2% FCS, was

storecl in the dark at 4oC (for immediate use) or -84oC (for iong term).

III. Baculovirus Plaque Assay

Sf9 cells were seeded at 8.5 x LOs cells per well in 6- well plates and

incubated at27oC for t h to allow cell attachment. 10-fold serial dilutions of viral

stock were made in 1x Sf-900 II SFM media (Gibco BLR). After incubation,

growth media was removed, diluted virus was added, and adsorbed for L h at

27oC with 10 minute rocking intervals. Cells were overlaid with 4% agar and

1.3X Sf 900 Medium in a 1:3 ratio (Gibco BRL) supplemented with 100 p"g/mL

penicillin, 1.00 p.g/mL streptomycin sulfate, 1 p,gf mL amphotericin B, and 150

pg/nl X-Gal. Plates were incubated at27oC in a sealed plastic bag containing

moist paper towel for 4 d.p.i.
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IV. Analysis for Recombinant Protein Expression

IV-i. SDS-PAGE Protein Mini-gel

Infect Sf9 cells as described under 'Baculovirus stock and amplification'.

Growth medium was discarded, and cells were pelieted in 1 ml of 1X PBS at 13,

500 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was removed and pellet was

resuspended in approximately 100 pl of 5X SDS-PAGE sample buffer (0.3 M Tris,

pH 6.8;50% Glycerol; 0.3 M SDS; 5 mM DTT; 10 mM Bromophenol blue). 10%

SDS-PAGE (8.3 cm x 6.2 cm x 0.075 cm) were poured and polymerized for t h.

Samples were heated to 95oC for 5 minutes prior to loading and electrophoresed

for - t h at 180 V in Mini-Protean@ II (BioRad).

IV-ii. Coomassie Stain

Protein gels were stained using MAPS (microwave assisted protein

staining) method (Nesatyy et øL 2002). This method involves the following steps:

gel was fixed in 100 ml solution of 30% Isopropanol and 10% Acetic acid, then

stained with 100 ml of Coomassie brilliant blue (Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250,

2.5 mg/rr.l) (Fisher), and finally destained in solution of 1.0% Methanol and 10%

Acetic acid. The gel was incubated in each solution at each step by heating for L

minute in the microwave at 700 W (or High power). At certain times, gels were

allowed to destain overnight rather than microwaving - conventional method.
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Protein bands were visualized by Gel Doc 2000 (Bio Rad) and some were

subsequently gels were dried between layers of cellophane for preservation.

V-iii. Western Blot

After electrophoresis, as described above, the protein bands were

transferrecl onto Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA) in fransblot

buffer (39 mM glycine, 48 mM Tris,0.037% SDS,20% rnethanol) for L5 minutes at

50 V. Western blots were carried out in conical tubes. The membrane was

blocked with blocking buffer (5% Skim milk, 0.04% sodium azide,0.05% Tween

20,20 mM Tris base, 0.1 M NaCl) for 3 h. Primary antibodies were applied to the

membrane(s) for 1.5 h, with the following dilutions made in blocking buffer:

mouse anti-His monoclonal Ab 1:1 dilution (courtesy of John Wilkin's Lab),

rabbit anti-avian reovirus polyclonal Ab 1:3000 dilution, mouse anti-V5-HRP

monoclonal Ab 1:5000 dilution (Invitrogen). The membrane(s) was washed in

TBST, pH 7.5 (0.05% Tween 20, 20 mM Tris base, 0.1 M NaCl) then freated with

0.1% bovine serum albumin in TBST for 10 minutes. HorseRadish Peroxidase

conjugated goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies in 1:3000

dilution in 0.1 bovine serum albumin/TBST was applied to the membrane for L.5

h, then washed with TBST. The antibody-bound proteins were detected with a

developing solution of DiAminoBenzoate, 1X PBS, 0.02% CoClz, and 0.006%

}{zOz.
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